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ABSTRACT 
 
 
Uncertainty Analysis for Land Surface Model Predictions: Application to the Simple 
 
Biosphere 3 and Noah Models at Tropical and Semiarid Locations 
 
 
by 
 
 
Joshua Roundy, Master of Science 
 
Utah State University, 2009 
 
 
Major Professor: Dr. Luis Bastidas 
Department: Civil and Environmental Engineering 
 
 
Uncertainty in model predictions is associated with data, parameters, and model 
structure.  The estimation of these contributions to uncertainty is a critical issue in hydrology. 
Using a variety of single and multiple criterion methods for sensitivity analysis and inverse 
modeling, the behaviors of two state-of-the-art land surface models, the Simple Biosphere 
Model 3 and Noah model, are analyzed. The different algorithms used for sensitivity and inverse 
modeling are analyzed and compared along with the performance of the land surface models. 
Generalized sensitivity and variance methods are used for the sensitivity analysis, including the 
Multi-Objective Generalized Sensitivity Analysis, the Extended Fourier Amplitude Sensitivity 
Test, and the method of Sobol. The methods used for the parameter uncertainty estimation are 
based on Markov Chain Monte Carlo simulations with Metropolis type algorithms and include A 
Multi-algorithm Genetically Adaptive Multi-objective algorithm, Differential Evolution Adaptive 
Metropolis, the Shuffled Complex Evolution Metropolis, and the Multi-objective Shuffled 
Complex Evolution Metropolis algorithms. The analysis focuses on the behavior of land surface 
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model predictions for sensible heat, latent heat, and carbon fluxes at the surface. This is done 
using data from hydrometeorological towers collected at several locations within the Large-
Scale Biosphere Atmosphere Experiment in Amazonia domain (Amazon tropical forest) and at 
locations in Arizona (semiarid grass and shrub-land).  The influence that the specific location 
exerts upon the model simulation is also analyzed.  In addition, the Santarém kilometer 67 site 
located in the Large-Scale Biosphere Atmosphere Experiment in Amazonia domain is further 
analyzed by using datasets with different levels of quality control for evaluating the resulting 
effects on the performance of the individual models.  The method of Sobol was shown to give 
the best estimates of sensitivity for the variance-based algorithms and tended to be 
conservative in terms of assigning parameter sensitivity, while the multi-objective generalized 
sensitivity algorithm gave a more liberal number of sensitive parameters.  For the optimization, 
the Multi-algorithm Genetically Adaptive Multi-objective algorithm consistently resulted in the 
smallest overall error; however all other algorithms gave similar results.  Furthermore the 
Simple Biosphere Model 3 provided better estimates of the latent heat and the Noah model 
gave better estimates of the sensible heat. 
(113 pages) 
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CHAPTER 1 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
 
1.1 Summary 
 
 
Land surface models describe the interactions between the land surface and 
atmosphere.  This is important as the land surface directly influences the exchanges of water, 
energy and carbon with the atmosphere which directly effects weather and climate.  Particularly 
with the uncertain climatic future, it is important to understand the vital components of the 
system which will then lead to better understanding of the system.  A model of this system 
provides an important tool for understanding and predicting the interactions between the land 
and atmosphere.  The following quote, which recently appeared in the EOS publication of the 
American Geophysical Union, describes the importance of such models.  “Climate and Earth 
system models are the only tools used to make predictions of future climate change.  Such 
predictions are subject to considerable uncertainties, and understanding these uncertainties has 
clear and important policy implications” (Harrison and Stainforth, 2009).  While land surface 
models provide an important tool for the understanding and predicting future climate change, it 
is important to understand the uncertainties associated with these models.  The uncertainties 
associated with a model are due to data, parameter estimation, model structure errors and 
understanding of biophysics that govern the processes.  Quantifying these uncertainties allows 
for more meaningful predictions and allows the establishment of a certain level of confidence to 
model outputs.   
The high complexity of the land surface system has resulted in models with a large 
number of parameters.  Individual model parameters affect the outputs with a different level of 
significance.  Correctly identifying the significance of each parameter for a model at a particular 
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location gives insight to the physical process controlling the fluxes into the atmosphere.  
Identifying the parameter significance can be challenging, as manual adjustment of the 
parameters can be time consuming and becomes difficult to consider all the parameter 
interactions, particularly for a high dimensional problems.  Many computerized techniques exist 
that assist in the identification of important model parameters.  Sensitivity analysis is the 
process of identifying the importance of individual parameters to model performance.  In 
addition sensitivity analysis provides a way to eliminate non-sensitive parameters from the 
optimization process e.g. (Beven, 1995; Bastidas et al., 1999; Bastidas et al., 2006; van 
Werkhoven et al., 2008). 
Using the results from the sensitivity analysis, an effective model optimization can be 
set up by which the parameters that give the best model performance can be identified.  
Traditionally an optimization algorithm has been used to identify a single best set of parameter 
values; however, because of model and data uncertainties there is no single set of parameters 
that gives the best model results (Gupta, Sorooshian, and Yapo, 1998; Gupta et al., 1999).  The 
uncertainties in the model and the data lead to many sets of parameters that give significantly 
equal performance and identifying these parameters gives a way to quantify parameter 
uncertainties.  A Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) algorithm is most commonly used to 
identify a reasonable set of parameter values.  An MCMC is a statistical simulation that samples 
areas of higher probability from the parameter space based on a fixed probability distribution.  
An MCMC algorithm converges to the global optimum in the parameter space, while still 
sampling areas of lower posterior probability.  This is done by continually adjusting the initial 
proposal distribution from the sampling history throughout the duration of the algorithm.  This  
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results in a parameter distribution that can then be used to estimate the uncertainties of the  
model parameters (Vrugt et al., 2003). 
 
 
1.2 Statement of Problem 
 
 
Land surface models such as Simple Biosphere Model Version 3 (SiB3) and the 
community Noah model (Noah) are used as inputs for the surface boundary layer in the general 
circulation models used to predict climate change.  As such, it is essential to formulate a better 
understanding of the uncertainties involved with land surface models so that they can be better 
utilized in future studies.  Due to the large number of parameters in the land surface models, an 
evaluation of the parameter uncertainties and accuracy of prediction from optimized 
parameters will give better understanding of the models uncertainties.  There are many 
different sensitivity and optimization algorithms that can be used to evaluate the parameter 
uncertainties of the models.  However, because of the data and model errors different 
algorithms will give different results.  Therefore, this study will compare the different algorithms 
for evaluating the parameter uncertainties of a model while evaluating the model performance 
at several different locations.  To effectively do this the following steps will be taken: 
1. The sensitivity results from three different sensitivity analysis algorithms will be 
compared with each other and with the optimization results to assess the ability of 
the algorithms to identify sensitive parameters for the land surface models. 
2. Four different Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) optimization algorithms will be 
evaluated for parameter estimation and identifying parameter uncertainties for the 
SiB3 and Noah models.  The algorithms will be compared by the lowest objective 
function and reduction of the feasible parameter space. 
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3. The performance of the SiB3 and Noah model will be evaluated at different 
locations with a range of vegetation covers by comparing the model results with 
observational data. 
4. The effects that input data quality control has on the land surface model 
performance will be evaluated by comparing the model results for three different  
datasets for the same time period and location. 
 
 
1.3 Research to be Undertaken 
 
 
The research includes the evaluation of two different land surface models by performing 
sensitivity analysis and parameter optimization.  To perform the sensitivity analysis three 
different algorithms are used and evaluated.  Likewise four different optimization algorithms are 
evaluated and used to estimate the parameters of each model.  The sensitivity analysis and  
parameter optimization are evaluate at five different sites. 
 
 
1.4 Significance 
 
 
In terms of general scientific knowledge the research gives insight for the use of the SiB3 
and Noah models for estimating the heat fluxes and carbon exchange for tropical rainforest and 
semi-aired regions.  It also gives insight to which sensitivity and optimization algorithms provide  
the most informative model analysis and asses the impacts of data correction. 
 
 
1.5 Organization 
 
 
 This thesis comprises six chapters.  Chapter 1 is this introduction.  Chapter 2 discusses 
the data and models used in this study.  In particular the characteristics of the data sites and 
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models are addressed.  Chapter 3 discusses the methods used in performing sensitivity analysis 
and parameter optimization.  Each algorithm is also briefly discussed.  Chapter 4 starts by 
outlining the methods used to compare the sensitivity results for the different algorithms.  It 
then discusses the parameter sensitivities across algorithms, models and sites.  In addition the 
parameters used for optimization are identified.  Chapter 5 discusses the optimization results 
for the different algorithms, models and sites.  First the algorithms are compared and the results 
from the sensitivity analysis are verified.  Next the optimization results for different sites and 
models are compared.  The implications of data uncertainties on model performance are also 
addressed along with the comparison of parameter uncertainties across similar sites for the 
different models.  Chapter 6 presents the conclusions, recommendations and future work from 
this study. 
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CHAPTER 2 
DATA SITES AND MODELS 
 
 
 In this chapter the data sites and models used are set forth.  The study includes 5 data 
sites, some with multiple datasets and two land surface models.  Relevant details for each of the  
sites and models are discussed. 
 
 
2.1 Data Sites 
 
 
Data collected from five different meteorological tower sites (Emmerich, 2003; Saleska 
et al., 2003; da Rocha et al., 2004; Miller et al., 2004; Rice et al., 2004; Sakai et al., 2004; 
Emmerich and Verdugo, 2008) were used in this study.  The five sites were chosen based on 
data availability and a contrast of location and vegetation types.  The sites belong to two vastly 
different ecological landscapes located in different regions of the world.  Three are located in 
the Western part of the State of Pará in Brazil (near the city of Santarém) also known as Western 
Pará Region, and the other two sites are located in the USDA Walnut Gulch Experimental 
Watershed near Tucson, Arizona, in the United States of America as shown in Figure 2.1.  The 
sites are representative of primeval tropical rainforest, logged tropical rainforest, pastor/crop 
land and semi-arid shrub and grass lands respectively.  Table 2.1 shows the representative 
characteristics of each site, including global location, vegetation type, annual precipitation, 
average annual temperature and the data period of record.  The annual precipitation and annual 
average temperature was calculated based on the period of data record considered in the study. 
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Figure 2.1 Map showing the location of the five different data sites used in this study. The sites 
are in two vastly different areas of the world, one near Tucson Arizona USA (left) and 
the other in Santarém Brazil (right). 
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Table 2.1 Summary of data sites including global position, altitude, vegetation type, 
precipitation, average temperature, and the data period used in the study 
Site Lat. Lon. 
Altitude 
m.a.s.l 
Vegetation 
Type 
Total 
Period 
Precip. 
(mm) 
Period 
Average 
Temp. 
(⁰C) Data Period 
Santarém  
Kilometer 
67, Brazil 
2.86:S 54.96:W 130 
Primeval 
Tropical 
Forest 
1516 25.3 
Jan 1 - Sep 31, 
2002 
Santarém  
Kilometer 
77, Brazil 
3.01:S 54.54:W 130 
Pasture / 
Soybean 
1361 26.3 
Jan 1 - Dec 31, 
2002 
Santarém 
Kilometer 
83, Brazil 
3.02:S 54.97:W 130 
Logged 
Tropical 
Forest 
1404 25.9 
Jan 1 - Dec 31, 
2002 
Kendall, 
Arizona 
31.74:N 109.94:W 1526 Grassland 428 17.7 
Jan 1 - Dec 31, 
2000 
Lucky Hills, 
Arizona 
31.74:N 110.05:W 1372 Shrub 457 17.3 
Jan 1 - Dec 31, 
2000 
 
 
2.1.1 Pará Western  
The Pará Western region of Brazil is near the fluvial port city of Santarém and lies at the 
confluence of the Tapajós and Amazon Rivers.  The Tapajós National Forest is about 50 
kilometers south of Santarém and covers 600,000 hectares of protected old-growth evergreen 
forest.  The region typically receives 2 meters of rainfall a year with the highest monthly value in 
March of about 375 mm and lowest in October of about 50 mm.  From Table 2.1 it can be seen 
that the year 2000 was a drier year for all the sites in the Pará Western region.  There are three 
flux tower sites erected in this region, as part of the Large-Scale Biosphere Atmosphere 
Experiment in Amazonia Ecology (LBA-Eco) project, and lie along the Cuiabá-Santarém Highway 
at kilometers 67, 77, and 83 (LBA-Eco).  Even though these sites lie in a relatively close area of 
tropical forest, they are different in vegetation type, a fact that makes them interesting for a 
comparison study. 
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2.1.1.1 Santarém Kilometer 67.  Santarém Kilometer 67 (ST67) is primeval tropical 
rainforest that lies about 7 kilometers into the Tapajós National forest.  Several different 
datasets where used for this site all spanning the same time period of January 1, 2002 to 
September 31, 2002 and have a time step of one hour.  The primary dataset used from this site 
is the carefully quality controlled data developed for the LBA model intercomparison project 
(LBA-MIP).  This dataset has a total precipitation of 1292 mm and an average temperature of 
25.1 :C for the given time period.  A dataset existing before the LBA MIP exercise at the 
Santarém Kilometer 67 site (ST67OLD) was also used to provide an insight on the impact of the 
quality control on a dataset.  This original dataset lacks measurements of atmospheric pressure 
and longwave radiation.  The longwave radiation was estimated based on the measurement of 
air temperature and the air pressure data was taken from the corrected dataset as this provided 
a better estimation then using a constant air pressure value.  The original data has a total 
precipitation for the record period of 1536 mm and an average temperature of 25.7 :C.  It is 
noted that the total precipitation for the original dataset is 19% higher than the quality 
controlled dataset.  In addition the average temperature is also 0.6:C higher.  These differences 
will have an impact on the model and its associated uncertainties, as is shown in section 5.3.  
The data for Santarém Kilometer 67 was taken from a flux tower at a height of 63 meters.  For 
further details please see (Saleska et al., 2003; Rice et al., 2004; Hutyra et al., 2007). 
2.1.1.2 Santarém Kilometer 83.  Santarém Kilometer 83 (ST83) is a logged forest site that 
is located in the Tapajós National forest.  This dataset has also undergone quality control, the 
same as the ST67 site.  The time period for this site is from January 1, 2002 to December 31, 
2002 and has a time step of one hour.  During this period the measured total precipitation was 
1404 mm and there was an average temperature of 25.9 :C.  The logging of the area occurred 
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during September 2001 to December 2001.  A second dataset for the Santarém kilometer 83 site 
before the logging (ST83PL) will also be considered and ranges from January 2001 to September 
2001.  This extra dataset will be used to make comparisons and to study of the effects of logging 
on a primeval tropical rainforest.  For further details please see (Saleska et al., 2003; da Rocha et 
al., 2004; Goulden et al., 2004; Miller et al., 2004). 
2.1.1.3 Santarém Kilometer 77.  Santarém Kilometer 77 (ST77) is a private pasture land 
east of the Tapajós National forest.  The site was cleared in the early 1990’s and was used for 
grazing until November 14, 2001 when it was burned and plowed for use as cropland.  On 
February 24, 2002 nonirrigated rice was planted which was harvested June 13-14, 2002.  After 
which the field was not replanted, however there was spontaneous regrowth of rice that was 
not harvested.  The ST77 dataset is analogous to the corrected dataset of ST67 and ST83 in that 
it has undergone the same quality control.  The data time period for the site is from January 1, 
2002 to December 31, 2002 and has a time step of one hour.  During this period the measured 
total precipitation was 1361 mm and there was an average temperature of 26.3 :C.  For further  
details please see (Sakai et al., 2004). 
 
 
2.1.2 Walnut Gulch Watershed 
Walnut Gulch Experimental Watershed is located in the southeast corner of Arizona 
which is located in the southwestern United States (see Figure 2.1).  The watershed covers an 
area of 150 square kilometers which is semi-arid brush and grass range land that lies on the 
transition zone between the Chihuahuan and Sonoran Deserts.  The annual precipitation is 350 
mm and the mean annual temperature is 17.7 :C (CEOP).  Most of the annual precipitation 
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occurs during the monsoon season which is usually from July to November.  The two flux tower 
sites located in the watershed are Kendall and Lucky Hills. 
2.1.2.1 Kendall.  The Kendall (KEND) location is dominantly a grassland site composing of 
species of Sideoats Grama, Black Grama, Hairy Grama, and Lehmann Lovergrass.  The 
measurement height is 3 meters and has a time step of 20 minutes.  The time period for this site 
is from January 1, 2000 to December 31, 2000, during which the annual precipitation was 428 
mm of which 346 mm occurred during the monsoon season.  The mean temperature for the site 
was 17.3 :C.  This shows that the year 2000 was wetter and cooler than the average. For further 
details please see (Emmerich, 2003; Emmerich and Verdugo, 2008). 
2.1.2.2 Lucky Hills.  The Lucky Hills location is dominantly a shrub land site composed of 
species of Acacia, Tarbush, Creosote Brush, and Desert Zinnia.  The measurement height is 3 
meters and has a time step of 20 minutes.  The time period for this site is from January 1, 2000 
to December 31, 2000, during which the annual precipitation was 457 mm of which 338 mm 
occurred during the monsoon season.  The mean temperature for the site was 17.3 :C.  This site 
also shows that the year 2000 was wetter and cooler than the average.  For further details  
please see (Emmerich, 2003; Emmerich and Verdugo, 2008). 
 
 
2.2 LAND SURFACE MODELS 
 
 
Land surface models describe the interactions between the land surface and 
atmosphere.  This is important as the land surface directly influences the flux of water, energy 
and carbon dioxide into the atmosphere.  These fluxes then influence weather and climate.  In 
an era with an uncertain climatic future, it is important to understand the surface-climate 
processes which will then lead to a better simulation of future climate.  A model of this system 
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provides an important tool for understanding and predicting the interactions between the land 
and atmosphere.  The land surface is a very complex system as it involves the interactions of the 
vegetation, soil and the surrounding medium.  Representing this system in the form of a 
mathematical model leads to a very complex model with many important outputs.  For this 
study two different land surface models were used; the Simple Biosphere Model Version 3 (SiB3) 
and the Noah model.  The SiB3 was chosen because of its ability to estimate carbon exchange of 
the system in addition to the energy and water components and the fact that it was recently 
updated and represents a state of the art land surface model.  The version of the community 
Noah model used in this study is older and has been shown to be effective at many different 
locations.  It calculates the water and energy flux but does not have a process to compute  
carbon flux.  A short description of each model is given below. 
 
 
2.2.1 Simple Biosphere Model Version 3 (SiB3) 
The Simple Biosphere model (SiB) is a land-surface parameterization scheme originally 
developed to simulate biophysical processes (Sellers et al., 1986).  It was then adapted to 
include ecosystem metabolism (Sellers et al., 1996).  The model has been used to describe the 
exchanges of heat, water, momentum and carbon fluxes.  The SiB3 model has been updated to 
include prognostic calculations of temperature moisture, and trace gases in the canopy airspace, 
10 soil layer model, a five layer snow model and C3 and C4 photosynthesis (Baker et al., 2008).  
The model uses seasonal parameters for many of the vegetation characteristics including: 
absorbed fraction of photosynthetic active radiation (PAR), leaf area index, greenness fraction, 
roughness length, zero plane displacement, bulk PBL resistance coefficient, ground to canopy air 
space resistance, time mean leaf projection and carbon 13 respiration parameter.  For this study 
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monthly values were estimated for the absorbed fraction of PAR, leaf area index and greenness 
fraction using MODIS satellite data.  The remaining parameters were optimized based on a 
single yearly value, with the exception of the zero plane displacement parameter.  The zero 
plane displacement parameter was estimated empirically based on the vegetation height and 
roughness length parameters.  There are an additional 54 parameters of which 28 are 
photosynthesis parameters, half C3 photosynthesis parameters and the other half C4 
photosynthesis parameters.  For this study, only C3 (Santarém) or C4 (Walnut Gulch) 
photosynthesis was used, but no combinations of both.  Thus only 14 of the photosynthesis 
parameters were used for a given site.  This leads to 43 parameters overall for any given site.  
Table 2.2 shows the parameters for the SiB3 model and a description of each.  The process of 
choosing the sensitive parameters will be discussed in greater detail in section 4.2.  The initial 
conditions for the model were calculated based on a three month spin up period for the 
Santarém sites and a one year spin up period for the Walnut Gulch sites.  The spin up period for 
the ST67 site was based on the original data as the quality control data was not available for the  
prior three month period. 
 
 
2.2.2 Noah Model 
The Noah Model (Ek et al., 2003) is an evolving community land surface model that 
originates from the OSU-LSM (Mahrt and Pan, 1984).  The model uses monthly values for albedo 
and greenness fraction for seasonal variability.  These values were estimated using the MODIS 
datasets for albedo and Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI).  The Noah model has 
29 parameters.  For this study, four soil layers were used: a top layer of 10 cm, a second root 
layer of 20 cm, a deep root layer of 60 cm and a subroot zone of 110 cm.  Table 2.3 shows the  
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Table 2.2 SiB3 model parameters with name and description 
Index Parameter Physical Meaning of Parameters 
1 biome biome type index for root density 
2 z2 canopy top (m) 
3 z1 canopy bottom (m) 
4 vcover fraction of vegetation cover (0-1) 
5 chil leaf angle distribution factor (-) 
6 phc 1/2 crit leaf water pot limit (m) 
7 tran11 leaf transmittance (-) (1,1) - shortwave, green plants 
8 tran12 (1,2) - shortwave, brown plants 
9 tran21 (2,1) - longwave, green plants 
10 tran22 (2,2) - longwave, brown plants 
11 ref11 leaf reflectance (-) (1,1) - shortwave, green plants 
12 ref12 (1,2) - shortwave, brown plants 
13 ref21 (2,1) - longwave, green plants 
14 ref22 (2,2) - longwave, brown plants 
15 vmax01 Rubisco vel of sun leaf (mol/m^2/sec) (1) C3 photosynthesis 
16 vmax02 (2) C4 photosynthesis 
17 effcon1 quantum efficiency (mol/mol) (1) C3 photosynthesis 
18 effcon2 (2) C4 photosynthesis 
19 gradm1 conductance-photosynthesis slope parameter (-) (1) C3 photosynthesis 
20 gradm2 (2) C4 photosynthesis 
21 binter1 conductance-photosynthesis intercept (mol m^-2 sec^-1) (1) C3 photosynthesis 
22 binter2 (2) C4 photosynthesis 
23 atheta1 WC WE coupling parameter (-) (1) C3 photosynthesis 
24 atheta2 (2) C4 photosynthesis 
25 btheta1 WC&WE, WS coupling parameter (-) (1) C3 photosynthesis 
26 btheta2 (2) C4 photosynthesis 
27 trda1 temp coeff in GS-A model (K^-1) (1) C3 photosynthesis 
28 trda2 (2) C4 photosynthesis 
29 trdm1 temp coeff in GS-A model (K) (1) C3 photosynthesis 
30 trdm2 (2) C4 photosynthesis 
31 trop1 temp coeff in GS-A model (K) (1) C3 photosynthesis 
32 trop2 (2) C4 photosynthesis 
33 respcp1 respiration fraction of vmax0 (-) (1) C3 photosynthesis 
34 respcp2 (2) C4 photosynthesis 
35 slti1 slope of lo-temp inhibition (K^-1) function (K^-1) (1) C3 photosynthesis 
36 slti2 (2) C4 photosynthesis 
37 shti1 slop of hi-temp inhibition (K^-1) function (K-1) (1) C3 photosynthesis 
38 shti2 (2) C4 photosynthesis 
39 hltii1 1/2 point of lo-temp inhibition (K) function (1) C3 photosynthesis 
40 hltii2 (2) C4 photosynthesis 
41 hhti1 1/2 point of hi-temp inhibition (K) function (1) C3 photosynthesis 
42 hhti2 (2) C4 photosynthesis 
43 soref1 soil reflectance (-) (1) shortwave 
44 soref2 (2) longwave 
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Table 2.2 Continued 
Index Parameter Physical Meaning of Parameters 
45 bee Clapp & Hornberber 'b' exponent (-) 
46 phsat soil tension at saturation (m) 
47 satco hydraulic conductivity at saturation (m/s) 
48 poros soil porosity (zero to one) 
49 slope cosine of mean slope (-) 
50 wopt respiration parameter - optimum (-) soil moisture 
51 wsat respiration parameter (-) 
52 zm respiration parameter – exponent 
53 sandf soil sand fraction 
54 clayf soil clay fraction 
55 z0d Roughness length (m) 
56 zpdisp Zero plane displacement (m) 
57 rbc Bulk pbl resistance coefficent adjusted for snow (s/m)^0.5 
58 rdc Ground to Canopy Air Space resistance coefficent adjusted for snow (-) 
59 gmudm Time mean leaf projection (-) 
60 d13cr Carbon 13 for respiration (per mil vs PDB) 
 
parameters for the Noah model and a short description of each.  The initial conditions for the 
Noah model were calculated similarly to those for the SiB3, with a three month spin up period 
for the Santarém sites and a one year spin up period for the Walnut  
Gulch sites.   
 
 
2.2.3. Model differences 
The SiB3 and Noah models both represent the land surface; however, there are some 
key differences in the way this is done.  The first major difference between these two models is 
the SiB3 includes a biophysical process which allows it to estimate the carbon flux.  The Noah 
model lacks such a process and thus is a more simplified model.  Furthermore, the SiB3 model 
has a 10 soil layer model and the Noah model has a four soil layer model by default, although 
the number could be changed. In the present study we kept the number at four.  The SiB3 also 
includes a five layer snow model, while the Noah has a one layer snow model.  For this particular  
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Table 2.3 Parameters for the Noah model including a short description 
Index Parameter 
Name 
Physical Meaning of Parameters 
1 maxsmc max soil moisture content (porosity) 
2 drysmc air dry soil moist content limits 
3 psisat saturated soil potential 
4 satdk saturated soil hydraulic conductivity 
5 b the 'b' parameter 
6 satdw saturated soil diffusivity 
7 quartz soil quartz content 
8 nroot number of rootlayers 
9 snup threshold snowdepth - implies 100% snow cover [m] 
10 rcmin minimum stomatal resistance 
11 rgl used in solar rad term of canopy resist. fnctn. 
12 hs used in vapor pressure deficit term of canopy res. func. 
13 z0 roughness length  
14 lai leaf area index 
15 slope Slope 
16 snoalb max albedo over deep snow 
17 zbot depth of lower boundary soil temp. [m] 
18 salp shape of dist function of snow cover 
19 cfactr canopy water parameter  
20 cmcmax second canopy water parameter [m] 
21 sbeta to calculate vegetation effect on soil heat flux 
22 rsmax max stomatal resistance 
23 topt optimum transpiration air temperature 
24 refdk Reference value for sat. hydraulic conductivity 
25 frzk ice content threshold above which frozen soil is impermeable 
26 fxexp bare soil evaporation exponent  
27 refkdt Reference value for surface infiltration parameter 
28 czil to calculate roughness length of heat 
29 csoil soil heat capacity for mineral soil component 
 
study the difference in the way the models handle the snow is not important as none of the 
sites considered are affected by snow fall.  Another major difference in the processes of the 
models is the way they resolve the energy balance.  The SiB3 model does not force an energy 
balance as it calculates the incremental values for canopy air space vapor pressure, canopy air 
space temperature, ground surface and temperature, soil layer temperatures and canopy 
temperature by using a coupled system of differential equations.  These incremental values are 
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then used to update the prognostic variables which are used in calculating the energy fluxes.  On 
the other hand the Noah model forces an energy balance and uses the Penman Monteith 
equation in calculating the latent heat flux.  This highlights some of the main difference in the 
processes for each of the models considered. 
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CHAPTER 3 
METHODS AND ALGORITHMS 
 
 
In modeling a complex system like the land surface, many uncertainties are involved.  
These uncertainties arise from limitations in the model structure (no model is perfect), data 
errors, and suboptimal model parameter estimations.  Quantifying these uncertainties allows for 
more meaningful predictions and gives a level of confidence to model outputs.  The estimation 
of the different contributions to model uncertainty is currently given a wide range of attention 
within the scientific community.  As such, there have been many different approaches 
developed to aid in the identification of model uncertainties.  Of particular importance to land 
surface models are the uncertainties associated with parameter estimation.  This rises from the 
fact that land surface models are very complex and usually have a large number of parameters.  
Furthermore, many of the parameters are of the so called “functional type” and are extremely 
difficult to quantify or measure due to the high degree of land surface heterogeneity.  This study 
focuses primarily on the model uncertainty induced by parameter estimation and makes use of 
different algorithms, each with its own strengths and weaknesses.  There are generally two main 
procedures used when performing an estimation of model parameters: sensitivity analysis and 
optimization.  In this chapter both the sensitivity and optimization algorithms used in this study  
are discussed. 
 
 
3.1 Sensitivity Analysis 
 
 
The first step in addressing the parameter uncertainties associated with a model is to 
perform sensitivity analysis.  Different model parameters affect the model outputs with 
different level of significance.  The parameter significance varies across sites; as different 
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processes are dominant at different locations.  Correctly identifying the parameters that are 
most influential for a model at a particular location gives insight into the physical processes 
controlling the fluxes into the atmosphere.  Manually adjusting the parameters provides some 
insight into sensitive parameters; however, it can be very time consuming and it becomes very 
difficult to consider all the parameter interactions, especially for a high dimensional problem.  
There are many computerized techniques that assist in the identification of important model 
parameters or sensitivity analysis.  The sensitivity analysis should be preformed globally (for all 
outputs simultaneously) and for individual model outputs of particular importance.  Sensitivity 
analysis also provides a way to eliminate non-sensitive parameters from the optimization 
process (e.g. Beven, 1995; Bastidas et al., 1999; 2006; van Werkhoven et al., 2008).  For this 
study, three different algorithms were used to perform sensitivity analysis: the Multi-Objective 
Generalized Sensitivity Analysis (MOGSA) (Bastidas et al., 1999), the Extended Fourier Amplitude 
Sensitivity Test (EFAST) (Saltelli, Tarantola, and Chan, 1999) and the method of Sobol (SOBOL) 
(Sobol, 1993).  These algorithms differ in their methods and procedures for quantifying the 
sensitivity of each parameter.  However, all algorithms are dependent on the feasible parameter 
space from which they draw a sample.  In this study all three algorithms were used to test the 
parameter sensitivity for global sensitivity (all fluxes simultaneously), latent heat (λE), sensible 
heat (H) for the SiB3 and Noah models, and carbon flux (CO2) for the SiB3 model.  The MOGSA 
algorithm is a true multi-objective algorithm, while the EFAST and SOBOL are single objective 
algorithms.  The global sensitivity given by the EFAST and SOBOL methods was calculated by 
taking a normalized weighted average (NWA) of the objective functions considered 
(compromise approach) and was calculated based on the equation 3.1 shown below. 
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     (3.1) 
In equation 3.1, w is the weight for the output, Min and Max are the minimum and maximum 
RMSE of the output from an initial sampling of the entire feasible space (the same values were 
used for all methods), X is the RMSE for the current realization and n is the number of outputs 
considered in the multi-objective problem.  For this study the individual weights were set to 1, 
thus giving an equal weight for each output.  Using this equation provides a way to estimate the 
global sensitivity of the models.  The EFAST and SOBOL algorithms are a variance based method 
of sensitivity and as such do not require the use of an objective function to quantify the 
sensitivity.  This is one of the major advantages in using a variance based measure of sensitivity; 
however, for this study the RMSE was still used to provide an equal footing for comparison with 
the MOGSA and because the final goal was to identify parameters that affect the performance 
of the model.  Short descriptions of each sensitivity analysis algorithms used in this study are  
given below.  
 
 
3.1.1 MOGSA (Bastidas et al., 1999) 
The MOGSA is an extension of the regionalized sensitivity approach (RSA) (Spear, 1980; 
Hornberger, 1981; Spear, Grieb, and Shang, 1994) that incorporates Pareto ranking to produce a 
generalized sensitivity based on a multiple objective function approach.  The RSA method 
establishes sensitivity by separating a sample of parameters into behavioral (good model 
simulations) and nonbehavioral (bad model simulations) classes, which are then tested to check 
if they are drawn from the same distribution.  The theory behind this method is that if the 
parameters separated by a behavioral threshold (a priori chosen objective function value) come 
from the same distribution then it means there is no difference in parameters of behavioral 
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solutions to that of nonbehavioral solutions, thus indicating a parameter is not sensitive.  
Conversely if the parameters come from different distributions this would indicate a sensitive 
parameter.  One downside of using an RSA method is that it is highly sensitive to the sample and 
the threshold used to divide behavioral from nonbehavioral. 
The MOGSA uses the same approach to establish sensitivity of a multi-objective 
problem by defining the threshold of behavioral and nonbehavioral based on the Pareto rank.  
Then similarity of the distributions is evaluated by means of Kolmogorov-Smirnov two-sample 
test, where a smaller value indicates a different distribution, thus a more sensitive parameter.  
To reduce the dependency of the method on the sample a bootstrapping is performed from 
which the median of the Kolmogorov Smirnov value is used.  To avoid dependency on sample 
size and threshold the process is then repeated for various sample sizes and thresholds.  The 
overall sensitivity is then chosen by determining the threshold and sample size that gives the 
best algorithm convergence (Bastidas et al., 2006).  For this study the MOGSA was used with a 
bootstrapping of 50; sample sizes of 500, 750, 1000, 2000, 5000, 10,000, and 15,000; and ranks 
of 1, 2, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, and 30.  For each site and model a single rank and sample size based on  
convergence was chosen for evaluation. 
 
 
3.1.2 EFAST (Saltelli, Tarantola, and Chan, 1999) 
The EFAST algorithm is a variance based sensitivity method, which quantifies the 
sensitivity of an input by the amount it contributes to the overall variance of the output.  It is 
based on the FAST algorithm and extends it to quantify all interactions of the input to the total 
variance of the output.  The FAST algorithm decomposes the output variance by means of a 
Fourier transform.  The exploration of the input space is along a curve of parametric equations.  
This sensitivity measure is computed based on the fact that the output shows different 
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periodicities with different angular frequencies of the exploration curve.  If the input factor has a 
strong influence on the output then the corresponding frequency will have high amplitude from 
which a measure of sensitivity can be derived.  The EFAST uses these same concepts but also 
incorporates a random phase shift in the sampling.  This gives more efficient use of model 
evaluations and the starting point of the sample curve can be anywhere in the input space.  In 
addition the EFAST uses total effect indices, which give the main effects and the interactions of 
an input on the output of the model.  These indices are easily understood for a model with two 
inputs.  The variance of the model output (V) is given as: 
           (3.2) 
where V1 is the variance of the output due to input one, V2 is the variance of the output due to 
input two, and V12 is the variance due to the interactions of input one and input two.  The first 
order indices do not consider parameter interactions; therefore the index for input one is given 
as: 
            (3.3) 
 For a given analysis if the first order indices sum to one, this would indicate that there is little 
parameter interaction.  The total effect indices include the interaction terms; thus for input one 
the total effect index is given by: 
     -      (3.4) 
The second half of the equation gives a more computationally friendly way of calculating the 
total effect indices.  This same procedure is then extended to higher order inputs (Saltelli, 
Tarantola, and Chan, 1999).  The sum of all the total indices should be greater than one as it 
considers the parameter interaction terms multiple times.  Furthermore, the closer the sum of 
the total indices is to one, then the smaller parameter interactions, likewise the further from 
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one the more parameter interactions.  In addition the total effect indices are a better quantifier 
of input sensitivity then the first order indices as it includes parameter interactions.  For this  
study the total effect indices will be used to define the sensitivity of the model parameters. 
 
 
3.1.3 SOBOL (Sobol, 1993) 
The SOBOL method is also a variance based method like the EFAST.  This method uses 
total effective indices, the same measure of sensitivity that was described above for the EFAST 
algorithm; however, it is computationally different.  The SOBOL method uses a decomposition of 
the evaluation function into summands of increasing dimensionality.  Sobol (1993) showed that 
this decomposition is unique and can be evaluated by multi-dimensional integrals.  The 
associated variance of any order part of the decomposition is then evaluated by means of a 
Monte Carlo method.  This is then used to calculate the total effect indices.  The sample used to 
evaluate the Monte Carlo integrals is an important part of the method.  For better convergence 
a quasi-random sequence is used.  At small sample sizes the estimates of total sensitivity can 
vary greatly and can take on negative numbers.  The negative total effect indices is due to 
numerical computation and should be set to zero (Saltelli, Chan, and Scott, 2000).  For this study  
the total effect indices will be used to evaluate the models sensitivity.  
 
 
3.2 Optimization and Uncertainty 
 
 
Once the important (sensitive) parameters are identified, an optimization algorithm can 
be used to estimate the parameters that give the best model results.  Traditionally an 
optimization algorithm has been used to identify a single best set of parameter values.  
However, because of model and data uncertainties there is no single set of parameters that 
gives the best model results (Gupta, Sorooshian, and Yapo, 1998; Gupta et al., 1999).  In reality 
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there are many sets of parameters that yield very similar performance, in terms of objective 
function, and identifying these parameters gives a way to quantify parameter uncertainties.  The 
method most commonly used to identify a reasonable set of parameter values is based on a 
Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) algorithm.  An MCMC is a Bayesian statistical simulation 
that samples areas of higher probability from the parameter space based on a fixed probability 
distribution.  Depending on the sampling, initial proposal distribution and the conditions of 
convergence, many different MCMC algorithms can be constructed that converge to a posterior 
target distribution.  The choice of the proposal distribution determines the sample that will be 
explored and the statistical properties and rate of convergence of the Markov Chain.  If a 
proposal distribution is chosen that closely resembles the posterior target distribution then the 
algorithm will converge quickly, if not there will be slow convergence.  For most optimization 
problems little is known about the target distribution, thus the initial proposal distribution must 
have a great deal of uncertainty which results in slow convergence.  An affective MCMC 
algorithm must converge quickly to the global optimum in the parameter space, while still 
sampling areas of lower posterior probability.  To do this the initial proposal distribution is 
adjusted during the evolution to the posterior density by using information from the sampling 
history (Vrugt et al., 2003).  For this study four different MCMC algorithms were used: A Multi-
Algorithm Genetically Adaptive Multi-objective (AMALGAM) (Vrugt and Robinson, 2007), 
Differential Evolution Adaptive Metropolis (DREAM) (Vrugt et al., 2008), the Shuffled Complex 
Evolution Metropolis (SCEM) (Vrugt et al., 2003); and the Multi-objective Shuffled Complex 
Evolution Metropolis (MOSCEM) (Vrugt et al., 2003).  Each of these algorithms offers a different 
approach for estimating the posterior distribution and thus provides an interesting comparison.   
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The optimization of a model will be on a single or multiple outputs of the model.  In 
defining an optimization the following notation will be used {flux name}.  Thus {λE} indicates 
that there will be a single optimization on the latent heat for the model.  Likewise {λE, H, CO2} 
means the model will be optimized on multiple objectives of latent heat, sensible heat and 
carbon flux.  In this study the SiB3 model was optimized on {λE, H, CO2}, {λE}, {H}, and {CO2} for 
the AMALGAM, DREAM, and SCEM.  The MOSCEM was used to optimize the SiB3 on {λE, H, 
CO2}, {λE, H}, {λE, CO2}, and {H, CO2}.  For the Noah model the AMALGAM, DREAM and SCEM 
optimized on {λE, H}, {λE}, and {H}.  The MOSCEM was only used to optimize on {λE, H} because 
the version of the model used does not simulate the carbon flux.  For the AMALGAM, DREAM 
and SCEM algorithms the same NWA or compromised programming approached outlined in 
section 3.1 was used to evaluate the multi-objective problem.  For all optimizations the RMSE  
was used.  A short description of the algorithms is given below. 
 
 
3.2.1 AMALGAM 
The AMALGAM algorithm makes simultaneous use of a multi-method search and self-
adaptive offspring creation.  This procedure is thought to produce a more efficient optimization 
algorithm by facilitating direct information exchange between individual algorithms and 
adaptively changing preferences during optimization.  Any optimization algorithms could 
theoretically be used in the AMALGAM.  However, the algorithms used here are the NSGA-II, 
particle swarm optimization (PSO), adaptive metropolis search (AMS), and differential evolution 
(DE).  These algorithms were chosen to be part of the AMALGAM algorithm based on their 
ability to be mutually consistent and complementary.  In addition to running several algorithms 
at the same time, the AMALGAM uses adaptive offspring, which favors the algorithm that shows 
the highest reproductive success.  This is done by adaptively changing the weights of the 
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different algorithms by use of the ratio of points contributed to the new population and points 
contributed in the previous population.  Thus this method provides a means for the algorithm to 
adapt to different peculiarities and difficulties of different optimization problems (Vrugt and 
Robinson, 2007).  For this study the AMALGAM was used with all four internal algorithms active  
and initial sample size of 250 with a maximum of 5000 function evaluations. 
 
 
3.2.2 DREAM 
The DREAM algorithm uses differential evolution for a population evolution rule with a 
Metropolis selection rule to determine the replacement of parent points by the generated 
candidates.  The algorithm runs several chains simultaneously to test the entire sample space 
and automatically updates the proposal distribution.  The DREAM has the advantage of 
maintaining detailed balance and ergodicity and has shown good efficiency on complex 
distributions (Vrugt et al., 2008).  For this study the DREAM was used with 18 chains and also  
has a maximum function evaluation limit of 5000. 
 
 
3.2.3 SCEM  
The Shuffled Complex Evolution Metropolis (SCEM) is a modified version of the SCE-UA 
originally developed by Duan et al (Duan, Sorooshian, and Gupta, 1992).  The SCE-UA algorithm 
was developed to find the single best parameter set by searching the feasible parameter space 
by means of complexes.  A complex is an independent set of samples that are then periodically 
shuffled to provide information sharing.  The SCEM algorithm has two main differences from 
SCE algorithm, both of which prevent the search from arriving in a small area of concentration 
and thus insuring it attains the correct posterior density.  The first is the use of a Metropolis 
annealing covariance based offspring generation instead of the Simplex algorithm.  The second 
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is that the SCEM uses a different replacement procedure and does not subdivide the complexes 
into subcomplexes during offspring generation (Vrugt et al., 2003).  For this study the SCEM was 
used with 10 complexes and an initial sample size of 250 with the maximum number of function  
evaluations of 5000. 
 
 
3.2.4 MOSCEM 
The Multi-objective Shuffled Complex Evolution Metropolis (MOSCEM) algorithm is the 
same as the SCEM, except it uses multiple objective functions to converge towards the Pareto 
set of solutions.  This is done by using a multi-objective fitness concept to evolve the population 
to give the parameter distributions (Vrugt et al., 2003).  For this study the MOSCEM was used 
with 10 complexes and an initial sample size of 250 with the maximum function evaluations set 
to 5000. 
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CHAPTER 4 
SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS RESULTS 
 
 
 In this chapter the results from the sensitivity analysis are analyzed.  The methods used 
in comparing the sensitivities across algorithms are discussed.  The sensitivities are then 
compared for the different algorithms across the different sites and models considered in this 
study.  A determination of the sensitivity algorithm best fit for assessing the sensitive model  
parameters is discussed and used to help select the parameters for optimization. 
 
 
4.1 Methods for Comparisons 
 
 
For consistency in comparing parameter sensitivities across sites and models great care 
was taken in defining the parameter ranges at each site and for each model as chosen 
parameter ranges greatly affect the sensitivity.  All parameter ranges were the same for each 
model across sites with the exception of the vegetation height parameters; which were uniquely 
specified for each site based on the vegetation type.  This was necessary as there is large 
variation in vegetation between the Arizona and the LBA sites.  Table 4.1 gives the SiB3 
parameter ranges that are consistent across all sites and Table 4.2 shows the Noah parameters 
that are consistent across sites.  The values for the vegetation height used are presented in 
Table 4.3. 
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Table 4.1 SiB3 model parameter with ranges consistent across all sites. (Name) is the short name 
for the parameter, (Min) is the minimum value of the parameter, (max) is the 
maximum value of the parameter, and (Description) gives a short description of the 
parameter 
Name Min Max Description 
vcover 0.5 0.98 fraction of vegetation cover (0-1) 
chil 0.1 0.45 leaf angle distribution factor (-) 
phc -210 -190 1/2 crit leaf water pot limit (m) 
tran11 0.01 0.25 leaf transmittance (-) (1,1) - shortwave, green plants 
tran12 0.01 0.25 (1,2) - shortwave, brown plants 
tran21 0.01 0.25 (2,1) - longwave, green plants 
tran22 0.01 0.25 (2,2) - longwave, brown plants 
ref11 0.05 0.5 leaf reflectance (-) (1,1) - shortwave, green plants 
ref12 0.05 0.5 (1,2) - shortwave, brown plants 
ref21 0.05 0.5 (2,1) - longwave, green plants 
ref22 0.05 0.5 (2,2) - longwave, brown plants 
vmax0 6.00E-06 2.00E-04 Rubisco vel of sun leaf (mol/m^2/sec)  
effcon 0.06 0.1 quantum efficiency (mol/mol)  
gradm 6 12 conductance-photosynthesis slope parameter (-)  
binter 0.008 0.09 conductance-photosynthesis intercept (mol m^-2 sec^-1)  
atheta 0.1 0.9 WC WE coupling parameter (-)  
btheta 0.1 0.9 WC&WE, WS coupling parameter (-)  
trda 1 1.8 temp coeff in GS-A model (K^-1)  
trdm 320 350 temp coeff in GS-A model (K)  
trop 290 330 temp coeff in GS-A model (K)  
respcp 0.01 0.03 respiration fraction of vmax0 (-) (1) C3 photosynthesis 
slti 0.1 0.6 slope of lo-temp inhibition (K^-1) function (K^-1) 
shti 0.1 0.6 slop of hi-temp inhibition (K^-1) function (K-1)  
hltii 280 295 1/2 point of lo-temp inhibition (K) function  
hhti 305 325 1/2 point of hi-temp inhibition (K) function  
soref1 0.05 0.4 soil reflectance (-) (1) shortwave 
soref2 0.05 0.4 (2) longwave 
phsat -0.65 -0.1 soil tension at saturation (m) 
slope 0.01 0.01 cosine of mean slope (-) 
wopt 59 73 respiration parameter - optimum (-) soil moisture 
wsat 0.5 0.75 respiration parameter (-) 
zm -1.9 0.4 respiration parameter - exponent 
sandf 0.05 0.5 soil sand fraction 
clayf 0.05 0.5 soil clay fraction 
rbc 5 12 Bulk pbl resistance coefficent adjusted for snow (s/m)^0.5 
rdc 300 600 Ground to Canopy Air Space resistance coefficent adjusted for snow (-) 
gmudm 0.2 0.8 Time mean leaf projection (-) 
d13cr -30 -20 Carbon 13 for respiration (per mil vs PDB) 
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Table 4.2 Noah model parameter with ranges consistent across all sites.  (Name) is the short 
name for the parameter, (Min) is the minimum value of the parameter, (max) is the 
maximum value of the parameter, and (Description) gives a short description of the 
parameter 
Name Min Max Description 
maxsmc 0.3 0.6 max soil moisture content (porosity) 
drysmc 0.02 0.2 air dry soil moist content limits 
psisat 0.04 0.62 saturated soil potential 
satdk 5.00E-08 3.00E-05 saturated soil hydraulic conductivity 
b 3 12 the 'b' parameter 
satdw 5.71E-06 2.33E-05 saturated soil diffusivity 
quartz 0.1 0.82 soil quartz content 
snup 0.025 0.08 threshold snowdepth - implies 100% snow cover [m] 
rcmin 40 1000 minimum stomatal resistance 
rgl 30 150 used in solar rad term of canopy resist. fnctn. 
hs 36.35 55 used in vapor pressure deficit term of canopy res. func. 
z0 0.5 3.5 roughness length  
lai 1 5 leaf area index 
snoalb 0.3 0.75 max albedo over deep snow 
zbot 3 20 depth of lower boundary soil temp. [m] 
cfactr 0.1 2 canopy water parameter  
cmcmax 1.00E-04 2.00E-03 second canopy water parameter [m] 
sbeta -4 -1 to calculate vegetation effect on soil heat flux 
rsmax 2000 10000 max stomatal resistance 
topt 293 303 optimum transpiration air temperature 
refdk 5.00E-07 3.00E-05 Reference value for sat. hydraulic conductivity 
frzk 0.1 0.25 ice content threshold above which frozen soil is impemeable 
fxexp 0.2 4 bare soil evaporation exponent  
refkdt 0.1 10 Reference value for surface infiltration parameter 
czil 0.05 0.8 to calculate roughness length of heat 
csoil 1.26E+06 3.50E+06 soil heat capacity for mineral soil component 
 
In addition to defining consistent parameter ranges across sites for the models, 
parameters with the same physical meaning were given the same range in both models (see 
Table 4.4).  Four parameters were identified to have exactly the same physical meaning across 
models, and will be a special focus of this study.  These parameters are the Clapp and 
Hornberger b soil parameter, hydraulic conductivity, porosity and roughness length.  The  
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Table 4.3 Vegetation parameter ranges for all sites and models. Where (min) is the minimum 
value of the parameter, (max) is the maximum value of the parameter for roughness 
length of both models and vegetation height and canopy bottom for the SiB3 model 
  
Both Models SiB3 Only 
  
Roughness Length 
(z0d-SiB3, z0-Noah) 
Vegetation Height 
(z2) 
Canopy Bottom 
(z1) 
  
min max min max min max 
KEND Grass Land 0.01 0.12 0.3 1 0 0.3 
LCKY Shrub 0.01 0.2 0.5 1.5 0 0.5 
ST67  
Primeval Tropical 
Rain Forest 0.5 3.5 25 35 1 10 
ST83 
Logged tropical 
Rain Forest 0.5 3.5 25 35 1 10 
ST77 
Pasture/Crop 
Land 0.01 0.3 0.5 3 0 0.5 
 
Table 4.4 Soil parameter ranges that are consistent for all sites and models. Where (min) is the 
minimum value of the parameter, (max) is the maximum value of the parameter for 
Clapp and Hornberger b soil parameter, porosity, and saturated hydraulic conductivity 
for both models 
B  Porosity  Sat. Hydral. Cond.  
(bee-SiB3, b-Noah) (poros-SiB3, maxsmc-Noah) (satco-SiB3, satdk-Noah) 
Min max min max min max 
3 12 0.3 0.6 5.00E-08 3.00E-05 
 
chosen parameters will provide a basis to make a meaningful comparison of the sensitivities 
across sites and models. 
The results for the different methods applied are shown in the figures within this 
chapter.  All the figures plot the values of the sensitivity index associated with each method.  
The MOGSA gives a measure of sensitivity based on the probability value of the Kolmogorov-
Smirnov two sample test, where the smaller the value the more sensitive the output is to 
parameter.  This is illustrated in the figures by plotting the value in log scale, so that the larger 
bar indicates a more sensitive parameter.  The sensitivity of the parameters can be ranked by 
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using the Kolmogorov-Smirnov value.  These values are then compared to a significance 
threshold at which a parameter is considered sensitive.  A parameter is considered sensitive at a 
significance level of 0.05, which is the lower limit in the figure, and very sensitive parameter at a 
significance level of 0.01, indicated with a green line in the figure.  The ability to define a 
significance level of parameter sensitivity that has a meaningful interpretation is one advantage 
of the GSA method. 
The variance based methods instead computes the contribution that a particular 
parameter has in the overall sensitivity, i.e. the total variance of the output; in the present case 
the output considered is the RMSE objective function.  This value is a sensitivity index and also 
allows for a ranking of the sensitive parameters.  An advantage of the variance based methods is 
that they provide a way of ranking the parameters in order of sensitivity that is directly related 
to the variance of the output, however for an analysis of time series as here, there is very little 
difference between the variance based methods and the MOGSA because all look into the 
variability of a prespecified error function of the outputs, and thus require observations.  In 
principle, the indices of the variance based methods should add up to the same value for both 
methods; however, in practice that does not happen due to the inability of the algorithms to 
perfectly decompose the variance.  To make an equal comparison of the two algorithms in the 
present study we renormalize the indices so that they fulfill that condition, thus having a better 
representation of the contribution of the parameter to the output variance that is consistent for 
both algorithms.  By analyzing the results it was found that in some sites a single parameter took 
up a large portion of the total variance.  In the present study, after a careful analysis of the 
results at all sites and models, it was established that a value of the renormalized sensitivity 
index bigger than one percent was considered sensitive.  Index values bigger than five percent  
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were considered extremely sensitive.  These values were used as the limits in plotting the  
relative sensitivities. 
 
 
4.2 Comparison of Sensitivity Algorithms Across Sites and Models 
 
 
The figures showing the parameter sensitivities are broken up for individual sites and 
models but include all algorithms.  Each algorithm is broken up into parameter categories to 
analyze the relative importance of different parameter types on a particular site.  The two 
categories that are consistent across the two models considered are vegetation and soil 
parameters.  The SiB3 model also includes photosynthesis parameters.  These categories will be 
continually used in this analysis to identify the important processes associated with the different 
models and sites.  Figure 4.1 shows the sensitivities for the SiB3 model for the LBA ST67 site. 
The yellow lines show the overall (global) sensitivity, i.e. the sensitivity is computed 
based on a multiple output basis, i.e. sensible heat, latent heat, and carbon fluxes.  The other 
colors show the sensitivity based only on the particular flux considered. 
All the algorithms show the sensitive parameters to be fairly evenly distributed in the 
different parameter categories, thus indicating that all processes are important for the SiB3 
model at the ST67 site.  In comparing across algorithms it can be seen that the different 
methods are consistent with the most sensitive parameters.  The vegetation parameters that 
contribute the most to the relative sensitivity for the variance based methods are vegetation 
cover (vcover), shortwave leaf reflectance for green plants (ref11) and time mean leaf projection 
(gmudm).  These same parameters are also sensitive in the MOGSA algorithm.  The same thing 
can be seen for the photosynthesis and soil parameters in that the parameters that show the 
greatest sensitivity in the variance based methods are consistent with the MOGSA.  Even though  
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Figure 4.1 Sensitivity for all algorithms for the SiB3 model at the ST67 location. 
Yellow shows the global sensitivity, tourquise is the latent heat 
sensitivity, dark blue is the sensible heat sensitivity, and purple is the 
carbon flux sensitivity.
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the most sensitive parameters are consistent across algorithms, there are some discrepancies 
between parameters with smaller sensitivities.  Specifically the MOGSA shows the roughness 
length (z0d) to be sensitive; however, none of the other algorithms show this.  Likewise the 
EFAST algorithm shows the shortwave leaf reflectance for brown plants to be sensitive (ref12), 
but none of the other algorithms show it as sensitive.  This shows that for less sensitive 
parameters the algorithms are less consistent.  This is expected as the sensitive parameters are 
easily identified and the less sensitive parameters show more dependence on the individual 
algorithms.  For example the MOGSA algorithm gives 25 sensitive parameters for the ST67 site 
based on a five percent confidence for the global sensitivity.  The EFAST shows 25 and the 
SOBOL shows 13 sensitive parameters based on a one percent relative sensitivity threshold.  
This would indicate that the EFAST and MOGSA tend to give more sensitive parameters than the 
SOBOL.  It is of interest to see if this characteristic of the algorithms holds for the other model 
for the same site.  Figure 4.2 shows the sensitivities for the Noah model at the same site.  From 
Figure 4.2 it can be seen that the algorithms exhibit the same characteristics for the Noah model 
that were shown for the SiB3 model.  Specifically the EFAST showed all 26 parameters as 
sensitive, the SOBOL showed only 10 and the MOGSA showed 16 based on the same criteria as 
before outlined.  This shows that the SOBOL gives the most conservative estimate of sensitivity.  
In addition, it can be seen that the methods still agree on the most sensitive parameters.  The 
vegetation parameters that show the most sensitivity for the variance based methods are 
minimum stomatal resistance (rcmin), roughness length (z0), leaf area index (lai) and roughness 
length of heat (czil).  These same parameters are shown to be sensitive for the MOGSA.  In 
addition, it can be seen that the algorithms are still inconsistent with the less sensitive 
parameters.  From Figure 4.2 it can also be seen that the Noah model shows more sensitivity to  
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vegetation parameters than to soil parameters.  The variance methods show the parameters 
that contribute the most to the relative variance are all vegetation parameters, namely 
minimum stomatal resistance (rcmin), roughness length (z0), leaf area index (lai) and roughness 
length of heat (czil).  This behavior is different from what was seen with the SiB3 model, which 
showed fairly even sensitivity across parameter types.  The importance of vegetation 
parameters for the ST67 site is not unexpected as it is a primeval tropical rainforest.  However, it 
is interesting that the SiB3 model did not show the same behavior.  This can be further explored 
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Figure 4.2 Sensitivity for all algorithms for the Noah model at the ST67 location. 
Yellow shows the global sensitivity, tourquise is the latent heat 
sensitivity, dark blue is the sensible heat sensitivity, and purple is the 
carbon flux sensitivity.
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by considering the different sites in this study.  Figure 4.3 and 4.4 show the sensitivity plots for 
the Kendal Arizona site for the SiB3 and Noah models, respectively.  The KEND site, which is a 
semi-arid grass land, offers a good contrast to the tropical rainforest at the ST67 site. 
The algorithms are still consistent for the most sensitive parameters at the KEND site.  
However, there are still inconsistencies for the less sensitive parameters, as was shown for the 
ST67 site.  This indicates that overall algorithms agree in the sensitivities for the individual 
models at different sites, even though there are some discrepancies.  The sensitivities for the 
semi-arid grass land show very different results in comparison to the tropical rainforest in terms 
of the number of sensitive parameters for EFAST.  For the KEND site the EFAST is very similar to 
the SOBOL which are both very different to the MOGSA in terms of the number of sensitive 
parameters.  This is especially seen for the vegetation parameters as the MOGSA shows 9 
sensitive parameters and the EFAST and SOBOL show only two.  Furthermore for the SiB3 model 
at the KEND location the EFAST and SOBOL are very consistent where as the other models and 
locations show that the MOGSA and EFAST are more consistent.  It would be expected that the 
EFAST and SOBOL algorithms should produce similar results as they are both variance based 
methods that consider total effect indices.  This can be further analyzed by considering the sums 
of the total indices and number of sensitive parameters across all sites in this study.  The sums 
of the total indices can give insights to the consistencies of the variance based algorithms global 
sensitivities across sites.  The summation of the total indices (Total) and number of sensitive 
parameters (Sens Par) is given in Table 4.5 for the SiB3 and Noah models.  This shows that for all 
sites the EFAST gives higher sums for the total indices and more sensitive parameters than the 
SOBOL.  The sum of the total effect indices include the parameter interaction terms multiple 
times and thus it is expected the sums should be greater than one.  The higher the sum of total  
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Figure 4.3 Sensitivity for all algorithms for the SiB3 model at the KEND location. 
Yellow shows the global sensitivity, tourquise is the latent heat 
sensitivity, dark blue is the sensible heat sensitivity, and purple is the 
carbon flux sensitivity.
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indices, than the more parameter interaction is included in the sensitivities.  This indicates that 
the EFAST shows more parameter interaction than the SOBOL algorithm. 
There is also a large difference in the total index sums and the number of sensitive 
parameters for the SiB3 model at the LBA sites in comparison to the Arizona sites.  For the SiB3 
model at the Arizona sites the EFAST and SOBOL are much more consistent in comparison with 
all other sites and models.  This would indicate that at this location and model, both variance 
based algorithms converge to the same sensitive parameters, as was seen in Figure 4.3, and also 
show much closer sums of sensitivity indices.  In comparing the sums of total indices and  
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Figure 4.4 Sensitivity for all algorithms for the Noah model at the KEND location. 
Yellow shows the global sensitivity, tourquise is the latent heat 
sensitivity, dark blue is the sensible heat sensitivity, and purple is the 
carbon flux sensitivity.
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Table 4.5 Summation of total sensitivity indices (Total) and number of sensitivity parameters 
(Sens Par) for all sites and models.  Sensitivity is based on a 1% variance threshold for 
the EFAST and SOBOL algorithms 
 
SiB3 Noah 
 
EFAST SOBOL EFAST SOBOL 
 
Total Sens Par Total Sens Par Total Sens Par Total Sens Par 
ST67 2.03 25 1.63 13 2.33 26 1.30 10 
ST83 2.23 25 1.86 13 2.42 25 1.33 10 
ST77 2.43 28 1.89 14 2.19 26 1.36 11 
KEND 1.61 13 1.30 13 2.05 23 1.38 11 
LCKY 1.65 12 1.50 9 2.17 24 1.32 11 
 
number of sensitive parameters for SiB3 model for both algorithms it can be seen that the 
SOBOL gives more consistent results across all sites than the EFAST.  The Noah model, in 
contrast, gives consistent results for both algorithms across all sites.  This indicates that the SiB3 
model shows a more dramatic change in sensitive parameters from switching from a tropical 
rainforest to a semiarid grass land.  One reason for this is that the SiB3 model has a large 
number of photosynthesis and vegetation parameters that are not as important at a semi-arid 
location.  Furthermore, because the index sums and number of sensitive parameters are similar 
for the SiB3 model at the Arizona location for both algorithms and the SOBOL algorithm is more 
consistent across all models and sites this would indicate that the SOBOL algorithm gives better 
estimates of the sensitivity. 
One of the significant differences between the EFAST and SOBOL algorithms used in this 
study is the sample size.  The sample size is based on the number of parameters considered in 
the analysis and is different for each algorithm.  Because the number of parameters is different 
for the two models considered the sample sizes are different.  For this analysis the sample size 
for the algorithms was limited to less than 20,000.  Based on that constraint and those imposed 
by the sampling algorithms, the sample size for the SiB3 model for the EFAST and SOBOL 
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algorithms are 19,995 and 11,264, respectively.  Likewise the Noah model has sample sizes of 
19,994 and 13,824 for the EFAST and SOBOL, respectively.  It was stated by Saltelli et al. (1999) 
that for an analytical problem, both algorithms converge to the same total index values as the 
sample size becomes large.  Furthermore they showed that for small samples the EFAST total 
indices gave better estimates of the analytical values than the SOBOL algorithm.  To further 
explore this both the EFAST and SOBOL algorithm were run at the ST67 site for several different 
sample sizes.  The ST67 site was chosen as the EFAST and SOBOL algorithms showed large 
discrepancies in the number of sensitive parameters and total index sums for both models for 
the sample size used in this study.  A comparison at this site will give insight to the convergence 
of the algorithms based on the number of sensitive parameters and sums of total effect indices.  
Due to the fact that the SiB3 model considers 43 parameters in the sensitivity analysis and the 
Noah model considers 26, the test was computationally limited to a maximum sample size of 
28,000 for the SiB3 model and 32,000 for the Noah model.  The plots of the number of sensitive 
parameters based on the 1% variance threshold and the sum of the total indices with respect to 
sample size for both algorithms are shown in Figure 4.5. 
This shows that both the number of sensitive parameters and summation of the total 
effect indices for the EFAST seem to converge to the SOBOL values for both models.  This can be 
particularly seen with the Noah model, as it has a larger sample for the EFAST that gives very 
similar results to that of the SOBOL.  In analyzing these graphs it can be seen that the EFAST 
shows much more variability as it converges than the SOBOL.  In particular this can be seen for 
the number of sensitive parameters for the EFAST algorithm with the SiB3 model, with a sample 
size of about 15,000 as it seems to be converging, however, it then spikes up and begins to 
converge again.  Similar behavior can be seen for the EFAST with the Noah model.  In contrast  
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the SOBOL is very asymptotic for both models for a sample size greater than 10,000.  This 
indicates that the SOBOL algorithm gives more consistent results than the EFAST.  Furthermore, 
this also shows that the SOBOL gives better convergence and estimates for a smaller sample 
size.  This contradicts the results shown by (Saltelli, Tarantola, and Chan, 1999) that showed the 
EFAST was more efficient at small samples for an analytical problem.  One explanation for the 
difference could be due to the fact that in the current study we are dealing with models and 
datasets with large amounts of uncertainty, which could have an impact on the algorithms 
ability to resolve the variance problem.  Whether or not that is the case, these results certainly 
show that the SOBOL gives more efficient estimates of the parameter sensitivity for the sites 
and models considered in this study. 
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Figure 4.5 Number of sensitive parameters based on 1% variance threshold and the sum of 
the total effect indices for the SiB3 (blue) and Noah (green) models for 
the EFAST (circle) and SOBLOL (square) algorithms at the ST67 site.
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 Since the SOBOL algorithm was shown to produce the best results for the variance 
based algorithms and the magnitude of the total variance contributed gives a good measure of 
parameter importance at the different sites, it will be used to further analyze the sensitivities 
across sites.  Figures 4.6 and 4.7 show the SOBOL sensitivities for the SiB3 model for the five 
different sites considered in this study.  Likewise, Figures 4.8 and 4.9 show the same sensitivities 
for the Noah model. 
In general the sensitivities for the two different regions are very similar for both models.  
For the Pará Western region the ST67 site is nearly identical to the ST83 site for both models.  
Specifically the vcover, ref11, gmudm, vmax01, binter, trop, b, phsat, and poros for the SiB3 
model and rcmin, z0, lai, cmcmax, sbeta, czil, satdk, refdk, fxexp, and refdk for the Noah show 
large sensitivities for both sites; however, there are some minor shifts in the magnitude.  This 
indicates that there are little differences between the logged forest and primeval forest in terms 
of parameter sensitivities.  
There is a change in parameter sensitivity for the ST77 site which is pasture-crop land 
area, even though it is in very close spatially to the other sites.  For the SiB3 model, the pastor-
crop land shows similar sensitive parameters except that the roughness length (z0d), saturated 
hydraulic conductivity (satco), and porosity (poros) become more sensitive.  This shows that the 
SiB3 model parameters are responding to the change in vegetation at the different locations as 
would be expected.  In comparison the Noah model shows very similar parameter sensitivities 
for the ST77 site as was shown for the ST67 and ST83 sites; however, the Noah model shows a 
decrease in the sensitivity of the roughness length (z0) and an increase in the sensitivity for the 
saturated hydraulic conductivity (satdk) and porosity (maxsmc) for the ST77 site.  This suggests 
that the sensitivity of the hydraulic conductivity and porosity for both models behave similarly  
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Figure 4.6 SOBOL relative sensitivities for the LBA sites for the SiB3 model. Yellow 
shows the global sensitivity, tourquise is the latent heat sensitivity, 
dark blue is the sensible heat sensitivity, and purple is the carbon flux 
sensitivity.
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Figure 4.7 SOBOL sensitivities for the Arizona sites for the SiB3 model. Yellow shows 
the global sensitivity, tourquise is the latent heat sensitivity, dark blue 
is the sensible heat sensitivity, and purple is the carbon flux 
sensitivity.
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for the change in locations as both models showed an increase in sensitivity across sites, while 
the roughness length showed the opposite behavior to the different locations as the models 
showed opposite adjustments of sensitivity.  Of the two models the Noah model sensitivity 
seems to make more physical sense as it shows an increase in the roughness factor for the sites 
with the greater percent cover.  The other parameter that is consistent for both models is the 
Clapp and Hornberger soil b parameter, which shows different but consistent sensitivities for  
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Figure 4.8  SOBOL sensitivities for the LBA sites for the Noah model. Yellow shows the 
global sensitivity, tourquise is the latent heat sensitivity, and dark blue 
is the sensible heat sensitivity.
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both models across the LBA sites.  For the SiB3 the soil b parameter (bee) is always very sensitive 
for all sites, while for the Noah model (b) is never sensitive. 
For the Arizona sites the SiB3 model shows very different sensitive parameters in 
comparison with the LBA sites.  There is even a significant difference between the sensitive 
parameters between the two sites in the Arizona region.  The KEND site, which is semi-arid 
grassland, shows high sensitivity for the soil parameters, while the LCKY site, which is a semi-arid 
shrub land, shows more sensitivity for the vegetation parameters.  The longwave soil reflectance 
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Figure 4.9 SOBOL sensitivities for the Arizona sites for the Noah model. Yellow shows 
the global sensitivity, tourquise is the latent heat sensitivity, and dark 
blue is the sensible heat sensitivity.
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(soref2), soil tension (phsat) and soil respiration parameters (wopt) and (zm) are sensitive at the 
KEND site, but not at the LCKY site.  Likewise the vegetation cover (vcover) and roughness length 
(z0d) are sensitive at the LCKY site but not at the KEND site.  This shows that the sensitive 
parameters from the SiB3 model show the important processes at the two semi-arid locations.  
The Noah model does not show as dramatic change in parameter sensitivities from the LBA sites 
to the Arizona sites; however, it still shows a decrease in the sensitivity of the vegetation 
parameter sensitivities and an increase in soil parameter sensitivities.  Overall, it can be seen 
that the SiB3 model shows more change in sensitive parameters across sites than the Noah  
model. 
 
 
4.3 Sensitivity for the Reduction of Optimized Parameters 
 
 
The results presented so far can be used to identify and eliminate the non-sensitive 
parameters from the optimization process, thus providing better conditions for the 
optimizations by reducing the dimensionality of the problem, irrespective of the algorithm used.  
The purpose of running these optimization routines is to compare the associated parameter 
uncertainties across sites and asses the related model performance.  In order to provide a 
meaningful comparison of optimization algorithms across the different sites the same 
parameters must be optimized for each site.  This poses a problem as it was shown that the 
different sites have different sensitive parameters.  Thus in selecting the parameters for 
optimization not all sensitive parameters for all sites will be selected; however, the overall most 
sensitive parameters across the sites will be chosen.  To aid in assessing the most sensitive 
parameters for the models the total variance for each parameter across the five sites considered 
was calculated based on the SOBOL algorithm.  This gives a measure of total sensitivity across 
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the sites considered and will provide a good basis for choosing parameters for optimization.  
Figure 4.10 shows the summation of relative sensitivity across all sites for the SOBOL algorithm 
and the SiB3 vegetation parameters.  Based on Figure 4.10, the vegetation parameters that 
showed the most sensitivity across the sites and will be used for optimization for the SiB3 model 
are fraction of vegetation cover (vcover), shortwave leaf transmittance for green plants (tran11), 
shortwave leaf reflectance for green plants (ref11), longwave leaf reflectance for green plans 
(ref21), roughness length (z0d), and time mean leaf projection (gmudm).  In addition, the 
parameter for vegetation height (z2) will also be included in the optimization, even though it 
does not show much sensitivity, as it has a physical meaning that is easily interpreted.  The same 
procedure was followed for the SiB3 photosynthesis parameters and the corresponding relative 
sensitivities are shown in Figure 4.11.   
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Figure 4.10 Summation of relative sensitivities across all site for the SOBOL algorithm 
for SiB3 vegetation parameters. Yellow shows the global sensitivity, 
tourquise is the latent heat sensitivity, dark blue is the sensible heat 
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From Figure 4.11 the photosynthesis parameters that were sensitive and will be used for 
optimization are max leaf RuBisCO (vmax0), photosynthesis conductance intercept (binter), 
temperature coefficient for GS-A model (trop), respiration fraction (respcp),  slope of high 
temperature inhibition (shti ), and half point for high temperature inhibition (hhti).  Following 
the same procedure Figure 4.12 gives the relative sensitivities for the soil parameters for the 
SiB3 model.  From this figure the soil parameters that show the most sensitivity and will be used 
for optimization are the soil b parameter (bee), soil tension (phsat), hydraulic conductivity 
(satco), porosity (poros), and soil moisture respiration (wopt).  The same procedure was used to 
determine the sensitive parameters for the Noah model.  Figure 4.13 gives the relative 
sensitivities for the Noah model vegetation parameters.  Based on this figure the vegetation 
parameters chosen for optimization of the Noah model are minimum stomata resistance 
(rcmin), roughness length (z0), leaf area index (lai), second canopy water factor (cmcmax), 
vegetation effect on soil heat flux (sbeta) and roughness length of heat (czil).  In addition canopy 
resistance for solar radiation (rgl) and canopy water factor (cfactr) are also included.  Even 
though they do not show as much sensitivity as the other parameters, it is still of interest to 
consider some less sensitive parameters. 
Likewise Figure 4.14 shows the relative sensitivities across all sites for the Noah soil 
parameters.  From this the soil parameters used to optimize the Noah model are porosity 
(maxsmc), hydraulic conductivity (satdk), soil b parameter (b), soil diffusivity (satdw), quartz 
content of soil (quartz), surface infiltration (refdk), bare soil evaporation (fxexp), reference value 
for hydraulic and conductivity (rekdt).  In addition, the less sensitive soil heat capacity (csoil) 
parameter will also be used in the optimization. 
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Figure 4.11 Summation of relative sensitivities across all site for the SOBOL algorithm 
for SiB3 photosynthesis parameters. Yellow shows the global sensitivity, 
tourquise is the latent heat sensitivity, dark blue is the sensible heat 
sensitivity, and purple is the carbon flux sensitivity.
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Figure 4.12 Summation of relative sensitivities across all site for the SOBOL algorithm 
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It is realized that not all the chosen parameters showed the most sensitivity as some 
were chosen for a different reason, however, care was taken to select all the most sensitive 
parameters from each category and model.  Based on this, 18 parameters for the SiB3 model 
and 17 parameters for the Noah model where considered for optimization and further analysis 
throughout this study.  In only considering the really sensitive parameters across all the sites 
considered there are 17 parameters for the SiB3 model and 14 for the Noah model.  The non-
sensitive parameters values were set to the mode of an initial multi-objective optimization on  
{λE, H, CO2} for the SiB3 model and {λE, H} for the Noah model using the MOSCEM algorithm. 
 
 
4.4 Conclusions 
 
 
The sensitivity algorithms were consistent with the most sensitive parameters across all 
sites and models; however, there were some differences among the algorithms for the less 
sensitive parameters.  It was also shown that the EFAST overestimated the variance of the 
outputs for smaller sample sizes, but as the sample size increased the estimates from the EFAST 
converged to the SOBOL.  The EFAST also showed significant fluctuation in the number of 
sensitive parameters for different sample sizes.  Thus it was determined that the SOBOL gave 
more reliable estimate of parameter sensitivity.  It was also shown that the sensitivities for the 
different sites in the LBA domain were very similar for each of the models.  The parameters for 
saturated hydraulic conductivity and porosity showed similar behavior across the LBA sites for 
both models.  The parameters for roughness length and the Clapp and Hornberger soil b 
parameter showed opposite behavior in sensitivities across the LBA sites for the different 
models.  The SiB3 model showed a much larger change in the sensitive parameters across the 
Arizona sites than the Noah model.  Using the SOBOL across all sites the sensitive parameters to 
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be used in the optimization were chosen, 18 for the SiB3 model and 17 for the Noah model.  
However, of these parameters only 17 for the SiB3 and 14 for the Noah model were shown to be 
very sensitive across all sites. 
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CHAPTER 5 
PARAMETER ESTIMATION AND UNCERTAINTY ANALYSIS 
 
 
 In the present chapter the parameters defined as sensitive for the SiB3 and Noah 
models (see Chapter 4) were estimated using several optimization algorithms and the data 
collected at all the locations previously described, i.e. LBA sites and semiarid sites in Arizona.  
The results from these optimizations provide a way to compare both the algorithms and the 
models behavior across the different sites.  The results also provide a way to gain understanding 
about the uncertainty of the models and the data at the sites considered.  In addition, the 
optimization results were used to assess the effectiveness of the sensitivity results from the 
different algorithms discussed in Chapter 4.  Furthermore, in considering different data sets for 
the ST67 site, we attempt to estimate the effect of data quality control, i.e. data uncertainties, 
on model simulations and their corresponding uncertainties.  In addition, the results from the  
optimizations will be used to compare the parameter uncertainties across sites and models. 
 
 
5.1 Optimization Algorithm Comparison 
 
 
The results from the different optimization algorithms can be evaluated in many 
different ways to assess the effectiveness of the algorithm for different sites and models.  The 
aspects used in this comparison are the lowest objective function obtained by the algorithm and 
the parameter ranges and associated uncertainty bounds.  The objective function used for the 
minimization is the root mean square error (RMSE), and the parameter set that renders the 
lowest value is considered the “best” for each algorithm and optimization.  For purposes of 
additional evaluation, the Nash-Sutcliffe Efficiency (NSE) and the mean absolute error (MAE) are 
also computed.  The NSE is correlated with the RMSE, however, the NSE allows for a more 
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meaningful evaluation as it is not dependent on magnitude and is a measure of how well the 
model is doing with respect to the climatological mean.  If the NSE is greater than zero it is doing 
better than the average and if it equals one it is performing perfectly.  The MAE was also chosen 
to evaluate the performance as it is a measure that is not directly correlated with the RMSE; in 
fact Gupta et al. (1998) suggests it is orthogonal to the RMSE.  
The “best” parameter sets for the AMALGAM, DREAM and SCEM algorithms 
respectively, were determined as the set that produced the minimum RMSE for the single 
objective case and the minimum weighted sum for the multi-objective case.  For the MOSCEM 
the best set was determined as the L2 norm of the Pareto set, i.e. the set that produced the 
minimum distance to the origin (zero error coordinate) for the multiple objectives.  Table 5.1 
shows the results for ST67 site. 
The table shows that the AMALGAM algorithm appears to produce the smallest RMSE 
for most optimizations depending, however, on the flux and optimization considered.  It is 
important to consider all sites before making any conclusions on which algorithm performs 
better.  Comparing five different tables for the sites considered would be cumbersome, as such, 
bar plots will be used to asses which algorithm performs the best.  In the present study this is 
done by determining which algorithm produced the lowest objective function for each 
optimization problem posed.  The four problems considered in this study are minimizing the 
RMSE of λE, H, CO2, and the multi-objective problem, which is a combination of the three/two 
depending on the model, and thus the algorithms will be assessed on how well they do at each.  
There are five sites considered in this study along with an extra data set at the ST67 and ST83 
sites, as discussed in Chapter 2, making a total of seven sites. 
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Table 5.1 Summary of objective functions for the different RMSE optimizations and for both 
models at the ST67 site. Bold indicates the best value 
   
ST67 
   
λE H CO2 
   
RMSE NSE MAE RMSE NSE MAE RMSE NSE MAE 
Si
B
3
 
{λ
E,
H
,C
O
2
} AMALGAM 56.03 0.788 42.34 35.81 0.614 28.07 5.48 0.566 3.96 
DREAM 56.18 0.787 42.52 36.13 0.607 28.31 5.42 0.575 3.93 
MOSCEM 56.49 0.785 42.80 37.20 0.583 29.22 5.76 0.520 4.24 
SCEM 56.87 0.782 42.95 37.81 0.569 29.65 5.22 0.607 3.92 
{λ
E}
 AMALGAM 50.38 0.829 33.95 60.14 -0.090 48.98 6.33 0.422 4.49 
DREAM 50.72 0.826 34.27 57.68 -0.003 47.08 6.27 0.432 4.53 
SCEM 50.78 0.826 34.16 60.59 -0.106 49.42 6.11 0.460 4.56 
{H
} 
AMALGAM 59.40 0.762 44.38 34.92 0.633 27.53 6.21 0.442 4.49 
DREAM 63.91 0.724 49.60 34.68 0.638 27.73 6.11 0.461 4.62 
SCEM 64.81 0.716 50.85 35.34 0.624 28.48 6.67 0.358 5.14 
{C
O
2
} AMALGAM 64.49 0.719 44.87 45.05 0.388 37.41 4.84 0.662 3.61 
DREAM 65.62 0.709 43.29 50.34 0.236 42.29 5.18 0.613 3.86 
SCEM 68.17 0.686 46.73 49.10 0.273 42.23 5.15 0.617 3.80 
N
o
ah
 
{λ
E,
H
} 
AMALGAM 62.06 0.740 36.79 33.57 0.660 25.08       
DREAM 62.12 0.739 36.88 33.48 0.662 24.95       
MOSCEM 62.21 0.739 36.69 33.75 0.657 25.43       
SCEM 61.91 0.741 36.52 33.88 0.654 25.24       
{λ
E}
 AMALGAM 61.22 0.747 36.03 38.53 0.553 30.01       
DREAM 61.22 0.747 35.89 39.76 0.524 31.40       
SCEM 61.22 0.747 35.86 39.56 0.528 31.13       
{H
} 
AMALGAM 84.30 0.520 46.84 31.96 0.692 23.75       
DREAM 65.05 0.714 39.17 32.34 0.685 24.22       
SCEM 82.65 0.539 46.49 32.21 0.687 24.17       
 
 
In addition, there are two different models considered which gives 14 different 
optimizations on λE, H and the multi-objective problem and 7 different optimizations on CO2.  As 
stated before, the difference between CO2 and the other fluxes is that the Noah model does not 
calculate CO2.  The results are shown in Figure 5.1, which shows the number of times each 
algorithm produced the best results for the considered optimization problem. 
Figure 5.1 shows that the AMALGAM consistently produces the best single objective and 
multi-objective across all optimizations, models and sites for both the RMSE and MAE.  It is 
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noticed that each algorithm does the best at least once for all the optimizations considered.  
This indicates that even though the AMALGAM algorithm could be consider the most effective in 
finding the smallest objective function (which could be expected given the nature of the 
algorithm –a combination of procedures embedded within a single computer code), it does not 
do the best for every problem.  On the other hand, Table 5.1 shows that the algorithms that do 
not produce the lowest objective function are still very close to the lowest objective function, an 
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Figure 5.1 Number of times an algorithm produces the best objective functions for all 
sites, models and optimizations considered in this study. Yellow gives the 
results for the AMALGAM algorithm, turquoise is the DREAM algorithm, dark 
blue is the SCEM, and purple is the MOSCEM algorithm.
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indication which points towards the fact that the optimal results are consistent regardless of the 
algorithm.  To further explore this, the percent difference of each algorithm to the lowest 
objective function was evaluated for the different optimizations considered in this study.  In this 
way, the algorithms can be ranked.  This was evaluated by determining the best objective 
function for each flux in the optimization considered and then calculating the percent difference 
from that best objective function for each algorithm.  Thus an algorithm producing the best 
objective function would have a zero percent difference.  The percent difference for each flux in 
all the optimizations considered in this study was then averaged for each algorithm.  The results 
are broken up into the single objective and multi-objective optimizations and are shown in 
Figure 5.2. 
It can be seen that the AMALGAM significantly outperforms the DREAM and SCEM for 
the single objective optimization.  The AMALGAM also outperforms the other algorithms for the 
compromise multi-objective optimization.  In this way, we can rank the overall performance of 
the algorithms across the sites and models considered in this study as the results are similar for 
both single and multi-objective optimizations.  Furthermore, it can be concluded that the 
AMALGAM is the best, followed by the DREAM, SCEM, and MOSCEM.  In addition, comparing 
the MOSCEM and SCEM gives an important insight to solving the multi-objective problem.  The 
main difference in the SCEM and MOSCEM is the way they evaluate the multi-objective problem 
as they both use a similar search strategy.  The MOSCEM uses the concept of Pareto front 
ranking while in the present case the SCEM is using a normalized equally-weighted sum 
(compromise programming) like the AMALGAM and DREAM algorithms.  Figure 5.2 shows that 
the MOSCEM does not do as well as the other algorithms with the multi objective problem.  This  
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shows that using compromise programming and the multi-algorithm approach used by the 
AMALGAM is superior at producing the lowest objective function.  This was to be expected and 
has been observed in previous studies, e.g. (Bastidas, 1998; Boyle, Gupta, and Sorooshian, 
2000). 
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Figure 5.2 Average percent difference from the best objective function for each 
algorithm and flux. Both single and multi- objective optimizations cases 
are considered and are averaged over all sites for RMSE and MAE. Yellow 
gives the results for the AMALGAM algorithm, turquoise is the DREAM 
algorithm, dark blue is the SCEM, and purple is the MOSCEM algorithm.
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Estimating parameter sets that minimize the model simulation error is an important part 
of running an optimization routine; however, the main advantage of running an MCMC 
algorithm is that these types of algorithms allow for the quantification of the uncertainty 
associated with the parameters.  These uncertainties are obtained by considering all the 
parameter sets from the algorithm after an initial exploration of the underlying distribution, or 
burn in of the Markov chain.  For this study a burn in of 2000 was used and the remaining 
parameters were used to quantify the uncertainty.  An example of the uncertainty distribution 
for the vegetation parameters vegetation height (z2), vegetation cover (vcover), roughness 
length (z0d), green plant shortwave leaf transmittance (tran11), green plant shortwave leaf 
reflectance (ref11), green plant longwave leaf reflectance (ref21) and time mean leaf projection 
(gmudm) from the SiB3 model obtained for each algorithm at the ST83 site are shown in Figure 
5.3.  The distributions shown were approximated by using a normal kernel density function with 
an optimal band width.  If there were no errors in the model and the data, then running 
different algorithms would theoretically give the same parameter distributions.  This, however, 
is not the case as can be seen in Figure 5.3. 
The AMALGAM, DREAM and SCEM algorithms show similarities in the resulting 
distributions; however the MOSCEM shows very different distributions.  This is due to the fact 
the MOSCEM is solving a different optimization problem and therefore, to make the 
distributions comparable one should require multiple searches to obtain a distribution of the 
Pareto frontiers.  For this reason the rest of the analysis will focus on comparing the single 
objective algorithms.  Even though AMALGAM, DREAM and SCEM algorithms show similarities, 
there are still significant differences in the algorithms for some parameters.  This is particularly 
seen in the parameters for vegetation height (z2). 
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The AMALGAM is distributed around 25 meters, while the DREAM and SCEM are 
distributed around 34 meters.  Further analysis can be performed by examining the actual range 
of parameters produced by the algorithms which is easily done by cobweb (parallel coordinate) 
plots.  Each line in the plot represents a parameter set from the individual optimization 
algorithms.  This gives a way to visualize the parameter interaction, as parameter values from 
the same parameter set are connected by a line.  In addition, these plots allow visualization of 
the algorithms ability to reduce the parameter space as the original parameter ranges are used 
as the upper and lower limits in the plots.  The black line is the mode for each parameter and is 
not associated with a parameter set solution to the optimization problem.  The cobweb plots for 
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the distributions of vegetation parameters for the SiB3 model at the ST83 site are shown in 
Figure 5.4. 
It can be seen from this plot that the SCEM reduces the parameter space for most of the 
parameters, while the other algorithms show more uncertainty in the same parameters.  The 
uncertainty in the parameters can be interpreted as the parameter not being well identifiable in 
the model, i.e. non-sensitive.  Specifically this is seen for the less identifiable parameters 
(tran11, ref11, ref21, and gmudm). 
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The SCEM shows more parameter reduction for these less identifiable parameters than 
the AMALGAM and DREAM, which show much less parameter reduction.  This indicates that the 
SCEM does better at identifying these parameters then the AMALGAM and DREAM algorithms 
under the conditions imposed on the optimizations described before (see section 5.1).  The 
small parameter ranges produced by the SCEM should, in principle although not necessarily, 
lead to smaller uncertainty bounds in the outcome space.  Figure 5.5 shows the uncertainties in 
the output induced by all optimized parameters, not just the vegetation parameters shown 
above.  This shows that the SCEM does produce the smallest uncertainty bounds in the output 
space; however, this is not always a good thing as smaller bounds can give less bracketing of the 
observations.  It is noticed that for this location there is not a significant difference in the 
bracketing of the observations for the different algorithms, thus further indicating the non-
sensitive nature of the parameters (tran11, ref11, ref21, and gmudm).  In general the SCEM has 
the smallest uncertainty bounds, followed by the AMALGAM and then the DREAM.  This is 
directly correlated with the algorithms reduction of the parameter ranges, as the SCEM showed 
the smallest parameter ranges and the DREAM showed the largest parameter ranges.  It was 
noticed that this behavior was consistent across all sites in this study. 
The fact that the uncertainty in the parameters can be interpreted as the parameter 
being nonsensitive can be used to compare the sensitivity results from Chapter 4.  From Figure 
5.4 this indicates that the vegetation cover (vcover) and roughness length (z0d) would be the 
most sensitive vegetation parameter for the SiB3 model at theST83 site.  The ranges used in the 
optimization are the same as those used in the sensitivity analysis, thus a meaningful 
comparison can be made with the sensitivity results for the SiB3 model at the ST83 site (see 
Chapter 4). 
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Table 5.2 gives the sensitivity for the MOGSA, EFAST and SOBOL algorithms for the SiB3 
model at the ST83 site.  For the MOGSA, a value of one indicates sensitive and zero non-
sensitive.  The relative sensitivity for the EFAST and SOBOL gives the percent of the total 
variance of the output due to the individual parameters.  A sensitive parameter was defined as 
contributing more than one percent of the total variance (see Chapter 4 for further details).  As 
can be seen from Table 5.2, all algorithms defined vcover to be sensitive.  In comparing this with  
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Table 5.2 Sensitivity results (see chapter 4) for the SiB3 vegetation parameters at the ST83 site. 
The MOGSA sensitivity is defined as sensitive (1) and non-sensitive (0). The EFAST and 
SOBOL give the relative percent of the total output variance attributed to the 
parameter 
  z2 vcover z0d tran11 ref11 ref21 gmudm 
MOGSA 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 
EFAST 0.009 0.028 0.012 0.010 0.035 0.028 0.031 
SOBOL 0.000 0.034 0.008 0.001 0.043 0.007 0.089 
 
Figure 5.4 it can be seen that this is consistent with all optimization algorithms in that it is an 
identifiable parameter.  All sensitivity algorithms also defined the vegetation height (z2) to be 
non-sensitive.  Figure 5.4 shows that the different optimization algorithms essentially cover the 
whole range of z2, thus confirming that the parameter is non-sensitive.  Likewise, Figure 5.4 
shows that green plant shortwave transmittance (tran11) and green plant longwave reflectance 
(ref21) are non-sensitive, however, only the SOBOL algorithm classifies these as non-sensitive.  
This is consistent with the results seen in section 4.1 that showed that the SOBOL algorithm gave 
better estimates of the sensitivities.  However, the green plant shortwave reflectance (ref11) 
and time mean leaf projection (gmudm) also span their respective ranges in considering all 
optimization routines.  This would indicate that these parameters are also non-sensitive; 
however, all algorithms define them as sensitive.  Specifically the SOBOL assigns 4.3% and 8.9% 
total variance for these parameters, which are the two highest values for the vegetation 
parameters shown.  Likewise the EFAST and MOGSA also classify these two parameters as very 
sensitive.  Furthermore Figure 5.4 shows that the roughness length is also a very identifiable 
parameter, however, only the MOGSA and EFAST algorithms defined the roughness length to be 
sensitive at the ST83 site.  For the roughness length relative sensitivity from the EFAST is 1.2% 
and SOBOL is 0.8%.  As it has been shown in section 4.1 that the EFAST tends to overestimate 
the variance, it can be assumed that for a higher sample size the EFAST would also show the 
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roughness length to be nonsensitive.  This seems to show an inconsistency between the 
sensitivity analysis and the optimization results.  A possible reason for this inconsistency is that 
the sensitivity was performed with all 43 SiB3 parameters varying, while optimization only 
allowed 18 parameters to vary.  The fact that there are less varying parameters in the 
optimization problem would lead to less parameter interactions and thus would alter the 
sensitivity of the parameters.  The variance-based methods allow for a further exploration of 
this by analyzing the first order and the total effect indices for the different vegetation 
parameters.  The total effect indices give the first order variance and the variance associated 
with the parameter interactions, by subtracting the first order index from the total effect index, 
the parameter interactions can be estimated.  Since the SOBOL has shown to give the most 
reliable results, it will be used to analyze the first and total effect indices.  Furthermore, since 
we are interested in the actual amount of variance associated with each parameter the raw 
indices from the SOBOL will be used and not the relative indices that were used in Table 5.2 and 
in section 4.  Table 5.3 gives the first and total effect indices and their difference for the SiB3 
vegetation parameters at the ST83 site. 
 
Table 5.3 Sensitivity Results (see Chapter 4) in terms of First and total effect indices and their 
difference from the SOBOL algorithm for the vegetation parameters of the SiB3 model 
at the ST83 location 
 
First Total Difference 
z2 0.000 0.000 0.000 
vcover 0.009 0.063 0.054 
z0d 0.017 0.016 -0.002 
tran11 0.000 0.002 0.002 
ref11 0.014 0.079 0.065 
ref21 0.009 0.014 0.005 
gmudm 0.025 0.165 0.140 
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From the table it can be seen that the different parameters show different levels of parameter 
interaction.  From this it can be seen that the roughness length shows little parameter 
interaction as it has a higher percentage of variance for the first order index than the total index.  
On the other hand ref11 and gmudm show very high parameter interactions.  This indicates that 
by reducing the number of varying parameters the amount of parameter interaction decreases 
and the total effect sensitivities decrease.  This explains the discrepancy between the sensitivity 
results and the optimization.  The algorithms showed ref11 and gmudm to be very sensitive 
when all 43 parameters are considered due to the high parameter interaction, however, after 
fixing the other 25 parameters, these parameters show much less sensitivity and become non-
sensitive.  Furthermore, the roughness length was shown to be non sensitive as it showed little 
interaction and the thus had a much smaller contribution of the total variance when all 43 
parameters are considered, however, when the number of parameters is reduced to 18 it shows 
a much higher contribution and becomes sensitive.  In addition it can be seen that vcover also 
shows a high amount of parameter interaction, however, it still remained sensitive.  This is most 
likely due to the fact that the parameter with which it interacted were not fixed.  This shows 
that the inconsistencies between the sensitivities and the optimization are due to the parameter 
interactions.  From this it can be concluded that the MOGSA identified the roughness length to 
be sensitive while the SOBOL did not.  However, the SOBOL identified tran11 and ref12 to be 
nonsensitive while the MOGSAS identified them to be sensitive.  This shows that the MOGSA 
identified all the sensitive parameters, but also falsely identified some of the parameters as 
sensitive, which makes the algorithm more liberal in the sense of assigning sensitivity.  On the 
other hand the SOBOL did not identify the roughness length to be as sensitive, but was more 
correct in identifying parameters that were nonsensitive, thus it could be said that the SOBOL is 
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more conservative in assigning parameter sensitivity.  It is difficult to say which method is 
better; however, one definite advantage of the SOBOL is that it generates the first and total 
indices which can be used  
to more accurately estimate the parameter interaction. 
 
 
5.2 Model and Site Comparison 
 
 
As this study considers several different sites and models, it is of interest to compare the 
results for a better understanding of model and site characteristics.  This comparison will give 
insights into the models strengths and weakness, which can then be used in future modeling 
projects in similar locations.  In comparing the different algorithms the multi-objective case was 
considered as it gives the best overall model performance.  To compare model performance 
across sites, a table of NSE values for all the sites and fluxes for the AMALGAM algorithm was 
generated based on the multi-objective optimization.  The results are given from the parameter 
set with the lowest compromised solution for the fluxes considered and is given in Table 5.4. 
 Comparing the results across sites it is noticed that the SiB3 gives higher NSE values for 
the latent heat in comparison with the Noah model.  The only exception to this is for the ST77 
site where the NOAH model produces a better NSE for latent heat. 
 
Table 5.4 NSE values for all fluxes, sites and models from the best parameter set of the 
AMALGAM algorithm 
 
SiB3 Noah 
 
λE H CO2 λE H 
ST67 0.788 0.614 0.566 0.740 0.660 
ST83 0.802 0.729 0.418 0.753 0.706 
ST77 0.713 0.729 0.162 0.744 0.825 
KEND 0.745 0.752 0.393 0.584 0.883 
LCKY 0.599 0.905 0.131 0.476 0.897 
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In comparison the Noah model does better for the sensible heat for all the sites except the ST83 
and LCKY.  This shows that in general the SiB3 model is better at estimating the latent heat, 
while the Noah does better for sensible heat.  In addition there is a significant difference in the 
SiB3 models ability to predict the carbon flux across sites.  The best NSE value is at the ST67 site 
which is primeval tropical rain forest.  The ST83 site, which is logged tropical rain forest and the 
KEND site which is semiarid grass land show a similar NSE for carbon flux.  The worse NSE value 
is at the LCKY site which is a semiarid shrub land.  In addition the ST77 site, which is pastor-crop 
land, shows a low NSE for carbon flux.  This indicates that the SiB3 models ability to predict the 
carbon flux is very sight dependent.  To further evaluate this, plots of the mean daily average 
carbon flux at the different sites are shown in Figure 5.6.  From this it can be seen that the poor 
NSE score for the ST77 site is due to model over estimating the carbon flux during the night time 
in comparison with the observations.  This is interesting because at the other LBA sites the 
model underestimates the carbon flux during the night time.  In examining the carbon flux at the 
ST77 site, it is noticed that the nocturnal observations are much smaller than the others seen at 
the other LBA sites.  Particularly for smoother surfaces, like the ST77 site, the nighttime carbon 
flux is very uncertain.  Furthermore, the smoother surface led to underestimates in the 
nighttime carbon flux observations, as discussed by Sakai et al (2004).  It can also be seen from 
the figure that the CO2 is drastically underestimated for the LCKY site.  An insight to the 
underestimation of the carbon flux by the model can be found from Emmerich who showed that 
both the LCKY and KEND sites are actually sources of carbon due to the large amount of 
inorganic carbon in the soils (2003).  The model does not represent the soil respiration and thus 
underestimates the carbon flux.  In particular this can be seen after a precipitation event.  Figure  
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5.7 shows the precipitation and carbon flux for both the KEND an LCKY sites.  From the figure it 
can be seen that there is a spike in the carbon flux immediately after the precipitation event for 
the LCKY site.  This same spike is not seen for the KEND site at this time period due to a gap in 
the data but was observed for other time periods.  It can also be seen that both sites show a 
large flux of carbon during the nighttime due to soil respiration and carbon sequestration during 
the day due to vegetation growth that continues for several days after the precipitation event. 
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parameter uncertainty for the SiB3 model at each site. Green is the ST67 
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It can be clearly seen that the model fails to represent the nighttime carbon flux due to soil 
respiration.  Thus it is expected that the model will underestimate the carbon flux due to soil 
respiration at these locations; however, from Figure 5.6 the KEND site shows much better 
predictions than the LCKY site.  This can be further analyzed by considering the daily average 
flux for three different time periods throughout the year at both the KEND and LCKY locations.  
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Figure 5.7 Precipitation and carbon flux for a 20 Day period at the Arizona sites.  The 
period is between August and September for the year 2000 for the KEND site 
(blue), LCKY site (green), and observations (red).
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The time periods considered is from day one to day 200 which represent the dormant season, 
day 200 to day 300 which represents the monsoon season and day 300 to 365, which is a 
transition time between the two seasons.  By comparing the different seasons further insights 
can be gained into the difference in the carbon flux at the two sites which is given in Figure 5.8.  
This figure shows that particularly for the dormant season the two sites are very different.  The 
KEND site still shows some carbon uptake during the day for the dormant season, while the LCKY 
site is a source of carbon. 
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Figure 5.8 Average daily carbon flux for three different periods during the year for 
the Arizona sites. The periods considered are days 1- 200 which is the 
dormant season, days 200-300 which is the monsoon season and days 300 - 365 
which is a transition time. The KEND sites is shown in blue and the LCKY in 
green with the observations in red.
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For days 200-300 and days 300-365 it can also be seen that the sites show similar 
behavior, however, the model shows a much greater error in the estimates for the LCKY site 
than the KEND site.  Thus this shows that the LCKY site is much more affected by carbon 
respiration of the soil than the KEND site, in particular for the dormant season.  This is 
consistent with the results by Emmerich (2003) as he showed that the LCKY site has a higher 
inorganic carbon in the soil. 
In addition Table 5.4 also shows that both models do better at the ST83 site in 
comparison to the ST67 site.  In particular the models both do significantly better with the 
sensible heat flux.  The difference in the results of these two similar sites could be related to a 
data problem at the ST67 site.  This idea will be further explored in section 5.3 in considering 
data errors.  Furthermore, the SiB3 model does the best at the ST83 site and the Noah model at 
the ST77 site for all comparable fluxes.  Even though the models are exclusively better at a 
particular site, the models are still within 0.1 of each other for all sites and comparable fluxes 
except for the latent heat at the Walnut Gulch sites, where the SiB3 does much better.  This 
would indicate that except for the latent heat flux simulation capability at the Walnut Gulch 
area the models are very comparable. 
The inability of the Noah model to predict the latent heat at the Arizona sites is most 
likely due to the fact that the area has a monsoon season in which it receives most of the yearly 
precipitation in a short time.  The amount of latent heat during the monsoon is vastly different 
than that for the remainder of the year.  Figures 5.9 illustrates this point by showing the latent 
heat throughout the whole year for the KEND site for the best multi-objective parameter set 
from the AMALGAM algorithm for the SiB3 and the Noah models. 
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Both models have issues matching the latent heat during the monsoon season, but it 
can be seen that the SiB3 model more closely matches the peak values.  It is also interesting to 
see that during the first 150 days of the year the Noah model tends to overpredict the latent 
heat.  This most likely represents a tradeoff in parameterization to allow the model to achieve 
higher values during the monsoon season.  The SiB3 model tends to slightly underpredict the 
first 150 days, which is consistent with the latent heat at other sites but then does a much 
better job of estimating the peak values during the monsoon season than the Noah model.  This 
illustrates the capability of the SiB3 model to better reproduce seasonal change in the output 
variables.  It is noticed that the Noah model does do a better job during the second period of 
increased latent heat, but overall the SiB3 model gives better estimates. 
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Figure 5.9 Latent Heat for the observations (red) SiB3 (blue) and Noah (green) models 
at the KEND site over the year 2000.
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The following highlights some of the strengths and weaknesses of the models at 
particular sites; however, it is also of interest to quantify and compare the parameter 
uncertainties and the associated uncertainties in the output across the sites and models.  This 
analysis will focus on quantifying the parameter uncertainty and the associated uncertainty in 
the outputs for all model parameters at each site.  In section 5.4 the individual parameter 
uncertainties will be compared across sites, models and algorithms.  To quantify the overall 
parameter uncertainties for a particular model and site an average parameter uncertainty 
statistic (APU) was calculated based on parameter range reduction according to Equation 5.1 
below. 
          (5.1) 
In this equation n is the number of parameters in the optimization, OptRange is the parameter 
range after running the optimization and ParRange is the initial parameter range set before the 
optimization, given in Tables 4.1 through 4.4.  The APU statistic gives an indication to the overall 
parameter uncertainty for a particular site and model.  Furthermore the average uncertainty in 
the output (AOU) associated with parameter uncertainty is calculated by Equation 5.2 below. 
 
    
-
    (5.2) 
In this equation m is the number of observations for the time period of the optimization, 
Ubound is the upper bound of the model outputs associated with parameter uncertainty at time 
j, Lbound is the lower bound of the model outputs associated with parameter uncertainty at 
time j and Obs is the observation at time j.  This statistic provides a way to quantify the overall 
output uncertainties associated with parameter uncertainties for a particular model and site.  It 
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is recognized that the APU and AOU are only average values, but still will give some idea to the 
overall parameter uncertainty and the associated uncertainty in the outputs for the different 
models and sites.  Table 5.5 gives the APU and AOU for each model at all sites for all considered 
fluxes from the AMALGAM algorithm. 
In Table 5.5 it can be seen that both models at the ST77 site show the highest 
uncertainty in the output associated with the parameter estimation.  It is noticed that while the 
ST77 site shows the highest average uncertainty in the output due to the parameter estimation 
it does not show the highest average parameter uncertainty, in fact it shows the second lowest 
parameter uncertainty for both models.  This would suggest that a small variation in the 
parameters at the ST77 site produces large uncertainties in the outputs.  During the time 
considered, the ST77 location had a rice crop growing that was harvested during the year.  This 
could explain the high output uncertainty, as the seasonal growth and harvest of the rice 
produced vastly different landscapes throughout the data period.  The other sites do not show 
this behavior as they have more temporally uniform landscapes.  The ST67 site is also very 
interesting as the SiB3 model shows the smallest average parameter uncertainty, indicating that 
the parameters are well identified, and the Noah model shows the largest parameter 
uncertainty indicating that the parameters are not as easily identifiable.  This shows that the 
ST67 site is very different for both models and will be further analyzed in section 5.5 in 
considering data uncertainties.  Table 5.5 also shows that for all sites and fluxes except for the 
latent heat and sensible heat at the LCKY site and the latent heat at the ST77 site, the SiB3 
model shows smaller output uncertainties associated with parameter estimation in comparison 
with the Noah model.  This, in particular, is evident for the KEND site, where the SiB3 model 
shows a larger parameter uncertainty but shows smaller associated output uncertainties for  
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Table 5.5 Average parameter uncertainty (APU) and the associated average output uncertainty 
(AOU) for the SiB3 and Noah models for the different sites from the AMALGAM 
algorithm 
 
SiB3 Noah 
  APU AOU-λE AOU -H AOU -CO2 APU AOU-λE AOU -H 
ST67 0.17 3.60 1.26 3.65 0.72 8.37 1.89 
ST83 0.46 2.33 1.02 4.08 0.52 3.49 1.90 
ST77 0.34 39.98 1.89 9.03 0.46 26.19 2.59 
KEND 0.55 0.96 0.66 7.08 0.38 1.49 0.71 
LCKY 0.66 2.33 2.64 4.71 0.48 1.59 1.73 
 
both latent and sensible heat.  This suggests that in general the SiB3 model shows less output  
uncertainty due to parameter estimation when compared with the Noah model. 
 
 
5.3 Influence of Data Uncertainty in the Model Response 
 
 
Throughout this study it has been shown that both models perform very different at the 
ST67 site.  It has been thought that this behavior is somehow linked to data uncertainties at the 
ST67 site.  To further analyze this, the output uncertainties due to uncertainties associated with 
parameter estimation at this site are shown in Figure 5.10 for the SiB3 and Noah.  From these 
figures it can be seen that the SiB3 model greatly over predicts the nocturnal latent heat and 
sensible heat.  The Noah shows similar behavior for the sensible heat.  Given the fact that both 
models are showing this behavior, it is assumed that this could be a problem with the data.  
Specifically this could indicate that the model has excess radiation at the ST67 site, which is 
causing the extra heat fluxes at nighttime.  As all the sites in the Pará Western region are closely 
located, it makes sense to compare the forcing data at these locations.  This was done by means 
of a table comparing the corrected and original dataset at the ST67, the ST83 site and the ST77 
for solar radiation, longwave radiation, precipitation and average temperature.  As the ST67 site 
only considers the first nine months of 2002, the same time period was evaluated for the ST83  
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and ST77 sites.  Table 5.6 shows the total solar and longwave radiation, precipitation and the 
average temperature over the first nine months of 2002.  The solar and longwave radiation were 
integrated over the first nine months of the year to give the total radiation received in Giga-
Joules (GJ).  It can be seen that the ST67 site received 1-2 Giga-Joules more longwave radiation 
than the other sites, thus confirming the suspicion that there is an irregularity in the data at the 
ST67 site.  The high value of the longwave radiation is further suspect in considering the fact 
that longwave radiation is dependent on temperature.  From Table 5.6, it can be seen that the 
ST77 site has the highest mean temperature for the first nine months of 2002 and also has the 
highest value of longwave radiation for the other two sites in the Pará Western region.  The 
ST67 site has the lowest average temperature, but still has the highest total longwave radiation.  
Consistent clouds cover over the ST67 site would explain the higher longwave radiation at the  
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Figure 5.10 Output uncertainties associated with parameter uncertainty for the SiB3 
model (blue), Noah model (green) and observations (red) at the ST67 site in 
terms of average daily flux from the AMALGAM algorithm.
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Table 5.6 Shortwave radiation (Giga-joule per meter squared), longwave radiation (Giga-joule 
per meter squared), precipitation (millimeters), and average temperature (degrees 
Celsius) for both datasets at the ST67 location, the ST83 and ST77 sites in the Pará 
Western region for the first 9 months of 2002 
 
Shortwave 
(GJ/m
2
) 
Longwave 
(GJ/m
2
) 
Precip. 
(mm) 
Avg. 
Temp 
(⁰C) 
ST67 4.083 10.899 1,292 25.1 
ST67OLD 4.424 9.049 1,536 25.7 
ST83 4.536 9.890 1,098 25.7 
ST77 4.781 9.942 1,152 26.0 
 
site.  However, the longwave radiation value still seems high, therefore, another dataset for the 
ST67 site was also considered.  This dataset is a modified version of the corrected data with all 
the same forcing and flux data with the exception that the longwave forcing is estimated based 
on air temperature (ST67LW).  This will serve as a good comparison to test the effects of too 
much longwave radiation on the model results.  In addition Table 5.5 also shows that the quality 
controlled datasets, in comparison with the original, have significantly less precipitation.  This 
suggests that as part of the data quality control the amount of precipitation was decreased.  This 
could be part of the reason for the extra nocturnal heat fluxes at the ST67 site, however, 
because the ST77 and ST83 site show similar amounts of precipitation as the ST67, but did not 
show the same extra nocturnal heat fluxes, therefore, this is probably not the sole cause of the 
problem.   
To compare the model performance with the three different datasets at the ST67 site a 
table of NSE values was generated from the multi-objective AMALGAM optimization and is 
shown in Table 5.7.  This table shows very interesting results for the different datasets.  
Specifically it can be seen that the original dataset (ST67OLD) gives better results for the SiB3 
sensible heat and slightly worse values for the latent heat and carbon flux in comparison with  
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Table 5.7 NSE values for the different datasets considered at the ST67 location for both models 
based on the best parameter set from the AMALGAM algorithm 
 
SiB3 Noah 
 
λE H CO2 λE H 
ST67 0.788 0.614 0.566 0.740 0.660 
ST67OLD 0.778 0.699 0.561 0.866 0.900 
ST67LW 0.807 0.816 0.547 0.698 0.695 
 
the ST67 dataset.  The Noah model shows substantial better results for the original dataset for 
both fluxes.  This suggests that both models give better results for the original dataset in 
comparison to the quality controlled dataset.  For the dataset with the calculated longwave the 
SiB3 does much better with the latent and sensible heat but slightly worse with the carbon flux.  
For the same dataset the Noah model shows substantially worse results for both fluxes.  Given 
the fact that the corrected dataset with calculated longwave gave the best results for the SiB3 
model and the original dataset gave the best results for the Noah model, no clear distinction can 
be made between which dataset has lesser errors.  However, in considering the range of NSE 
values for each flux and model, it is clear that the Noah model is much more affected by the 
data uncertainties than the SiB3 model.  Specifically the Noah model has a maximum difference 
of NSE for latent and sensible heat of 0.17 and 0.24 respectively, while the SiB3 model has a 
maximum difference of 0.03 and 0.2.  This shows that the SiB3 model is less affected by 
uncertainty in the longwave values than the Noah model, especially in terms of latent heat 
simulations. 
To this point the analysis has been based on the NSE values; however, it is important to 
also visually compare the results.  As this is an energy balance related problem we will further 
explore this by analyzing the model results for the parameter set that minimizes the multi-
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objective optimization for the AMALGAM algorithm in terms of energy balance.  Figure 5.11 
shows the energy balance of the SiB3 model given in green, the Noah model given in blue and 
observations in red, in terms of Net radiation, latent heat, sensible heat, ground heat flux and 
the simple energy balance calculated by net radiation subtracted by latent heat, sensible heat 
and ground heat flux for the three datasets considered.  For the ST67 site there were no 
observations of ground heat flux, so the ground heat flux and energy balance do not show 
observations. 
In comparing the different datasets it can be seen that both models over estimate the 
nighttime net radiation for the ST67 dataset and underestimate the nighttime net radiation for 
the ST67LW and ST67OLD datasets.  This suggest that the longwave from the quality control 
data is overestimated and that calculating the longwave based on temperature underestimates 
the longwave, as both ST67LW and ST67OLD use temperature based longwave.  Furthermore, 
the SiB3 model does better at estimating the peak net radiation in comparison with the Noah 
model.  In comparing the latent heat the SiB3 model significantly overestimates the nighttime 
latent heat for the ST67 site; however, for the datasets with the calculated longwave the 
nighttime latent heat closely matches the observations.  The Noah model shows completely 
opposite behavior as it matches the observations for ST67 dataset and gives negative nighttime 
latent heat values for the other datasets.  The nighttime sensible heat is overestimated for both 
models for the ST67 dataset; however, the Noah model gives estimates that match the 
observations for the other two data sets while the SiB3 still overestimates the nighttime sensible 
heat flux.  These differences illustrate that the two models are very different in the way they 
handle the energy balance.  This is also illustrated in the energy balance plots as the SiB3 model 
shows a much larger imbalance than the Noah model for all datasets.  The difference stems  
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Figure 5.11 Energy balance in terms of Net radiation, latent heat, sensible heat, 
ground heat flux and the simple energy balance from the parameter set that 
minmized the RMSE of the multi-objecive optimization for SiB3 (blue) and 
Noah (green) with observations (red).
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from the fact that the Noah model forces an energy balance closure while the SiB3 model does 
not.  Furthermore, it can be seen that the energy imbalance for the Noah model is minimized for 
the ST67OLD data set where the NOAH model gave the best NSE values. 
Another interesting comparison is made by considering the quantity of parameter 
uncertainty and the associated uncertainty in the outputs for the different datasets at the 
kilometer 67 site.  The average parameter uncertainty (APU) and the associated average output 
uncertainty (AOU) were calculated based on the equations outlined in section 5.2 and are given 
in Table 5.8 for the different datasets considered at the kilometer 67 site. 
The corrected dataset gives lower average parameter uncertainty for the SiB3 model in 
comparison to the original dataset, but not for the Noah model which shows a lower average 
parameter uncertainty for the original dataset.  Furthermore, the average output uncertainty 
associated with parameter estimation is reduced for the Noah model for the corrected dataset; 
however, the SiB3 model only shows lower average output uncertainty for the sensible heat 
flux.  This indicates that the corrected data set does not always reduce the parameter 
uncertainty and the associated uncertainty in the outputs for all models.  The table also 
indicates that for all datasets the SiB3 shows a smaller average parameter uncertainty and 
associated uncertainty in the output than the Noah model.  This further indicates that the model  
 
Table 5.8 Parameter reduction and uncertainty bounds for the different datasets considered at 
the ST67 site 
 
SiB3 Noah 
  APU AOU-λE AOU -H AOU -CO2 APU AOU-λE AOU –H 
ST67 0.17 3.60 1.26 3.65 0.72 8.37 1.89 
ST67OLD 0.42 3.27 1.67 1.42 0.61 11.31 2.93 
ST67LW 0.49 3.27 1.76 4.20 0.78 10.75 3.60 
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structure of the SiB3 makes it less susceptible to data and parameter uncertainties.  Even 
though the SiB3 model is less susceptible to parameter and data uncertainties, this does not 
indicate that it always gives the best results.  This was seen in Table 5.7, as the Noah model 
gives much higher NSE values for sensible and latent heat for the original data set in comparison 
to any other dataset for the SiB3 model.  In essence the ability of the SiB3 model to be less 
affected by data and parameter uncertainties also keeps the model from doing as well as the  
Noah model at the Santarém kilometer 67 location. 
 
 
5.4 Parameter Distributions Across Sites and Models 
 
 
 Thus far the parameter uncertainties have been considered as an average for all model 
parameters.  This gives an overall picture of parameter uncertainties; however, it is also 
important to consider the uncertainties of individual parameters as it is important to study the 
retrieved parameter distributions from different sites and models to verify if they show similar 
characteristics.  The parameters that will be compared across the different sites and models are 
the roughness length (z0), the Clapp and Hornberger soil b parameter (b), porosity (poros) and 
hydraulic conductivity (satco).  These were chosen as they have the same physical meaning for 
both models and the ranges for optimization are consistent across all comparisons.  The 
different models have different abbreviations for each of the parameters, thus for clarity the 
previous abbreviations will be used for both models.  The parameter uncertainty distributions 
are compared by using the Kolmogorov-Smirnov Two Sample test and visual inspection of the 
probability functions.  The Kolmogorov -Smirnov test compares the empirical cumulative 
distributions of the two samples and returns the maximum difference as the Kolmogorov -
Smirnov statistic (KS).  In addition, the test also returns a confidence level or probability of the 
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test (P) which can be used to test a null hypothesis for a significance level.  The null hypothesis 
of the test is that the samples are drawn from the same distributions and is performed at a 5% 
confidence level.  Thus if the P value is less than the 5% the null hypothesis that the samples are 
drawn from the same distribution is rejected.  In addition to the performing a Kolmogorov-
Smirnov test the distributions will also be visually compared by means of the probability density 
function of the sample using a kernel method with an optimal band width.  Further the 
distributions will also be compared by the empirical cumulative distributions function.   
The first distributions to be tested are for those with a similar site for the same 
algorithm and both models.  This will be done at the Santarém kilometer 83 location where 
there is a dataset before logging (ST83BL) and after logging (ST83AL).  The after logging dataset 
is the one that has been used for the sensitivity analysis in Chapter 4 and the analysis thus far in 
this chapter; however, for clarity it will be called (ST83AL) for this section.  These two different 
datasets at the kilometer 83 location provide an interesting comparison of parameter 
uncertainties across models.  Overall, there were little consistencies for these parameters across 
algorithms.  Therefore the parameter uncertainties shown are from the SCEM algorithm as it 
gave more consistent parameter reduction and offers a better comparison.  Figure 5.12 shows 
the probability density function of the parameter uncertainties for the roughness length (z0), 
the Clapp and Hornberger soil b parameter (b), porosity (poros), and hydraulic conductivity 
(satco).  This shows that the parameter uncertainties between different models and similar sites 
are very different for the individual parameters.  The roughness length (z0) is difficult to 
determine because the width of the distribution for the SiB3 model is very small, however, it can 
be seen that the roughness length shows similar uncertainties for the two different locations, 
i.e. the distribution are similar for the same model but different sites.  This indicates that the  
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uncertainty of the roughness length is more influenced by the model than the data that drives it.  
The distributions for Clapp and Hornberger soil b parameter (b) parameter shows similar 
distributions for all the models and sites except for the SiB3 model at the ST83AL dataset; 
however, all the distributions are centered at different values.  The parameter uncertainties for 
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Figure 5.12 Probability density of parameter uncertainty of roughness length (z0), 
Clapp and Hornberger soil b parameter(b), porosity (poros), and saturated 
hydraulic conductivity (satco) from the SCEM algorithm for the SiB3 model 
at the ST83AL location (red), the SiB3 model at the ST83BL location 
(green), the Noah model at the ST83AL location (blue), and the Noah model 
at the ST83BL location (yellow).
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the saturated hydraulic conductivity (satco) and porosity (poros) are similar for the same site but 
for different models, however, the distributions are centered about different values with the 
exception of the ST83AL dataset for porosity which shows similar values.  This indicates that 
while the different models produce different values of the parameters the underlying 
uncertainties are similar.  To further test this, the distributions will be compared by the 
Kolmogorov -Smirnov test.  Table 5.9 gives the KS statistic from the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test for 
all combinations of parameter distributions shown in Figure 5.12.  The probability (P) value from 
the test was zero and the null hypothesis that the samples are draw from the same distributions 
was rejected for all combinations and as is not shown in the table. 
The fact that the null hypothesis was rejected for all combinations of parameter 
uncertainties shows that the distributions are not the same; however, the lower KS values show 
that there are still similarities between the distributions.  For the roughness length the lowest KS 
values are seen for the comparisons for different sites but the same model.  The KS values for 
the different models are significantly higher for the roughness length.  This further indicates that 
the roughness length uncertainty is highly dependent on the model not the data that drives it.  
On the other hand the uncertainties of poros are very similar at the ST83AL dataset for the two 
different models.  This suggests that the uncertainties associated with this parameter are more 
dependent on the data not the model.  For the ST83BL site the KS values across models are 
much higher than those seen for the ST83AL dataset.  The higher KS values indicate that the 
distributions are centered on very different values, but does not indicate if the shape of the 
distributions are similar.  This can be further examined by the empirical cumulative distributions 
plots in Figure 5.13.  This shows in general there are similarities in the distributions across 
models for a particular site, even if the distributions are centered on different values. 
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Table 5.9- KS statistic for all combinations of parameter distributions for the SiB3 and Noah 
model at the ST83AL and ST83BL datasets 
 
SiB3ST83AL SiB3ST83AL SiB3ST83AL SiB3ST83BL SiB3ST83BL NOAHST83AL 
 
SiB3ST83BL NOAHST83AL NOAHST83BL NOAHST83AL NOAHST83BL NOAHST83BL 
z0 0.28 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.12 
b 0.99 1.00 1.00 0.99 0.98 0.75 
satco 0.73 0.94 0.93 0.44 0.83 0.84 
poros 1.00 0.18 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
 
Specifically this can be seen for the porosity (poros) which shows similar shapes for the same 
site but different models.  The hydraulic conductivity (satco) shows similar distributions for the 
ST83AL dataset but not the ST83BL dataset.  The Clapp and Hornsberger soil b parameter (b) 
also shows some similarities for the same site but different models.  Furthermore the roughness 
length (z0) shows similarities for the same model, but different sites.  This shows that for b, 
satco, and poros, there are some similarities in the shapes of the distributions across models for 
the same site.  On the other hand the parameter z0 shows similarities for different sites but the 
same model. 
 The following showed some of the relationships for parameter uncertainties for similar 
sites across models for a particular algorithm, however, it is also important to consider the 
effects the uncertainties in the data have on the parameter uncertainties.  To analyze this, the 
same comparison will be made as before for the corrected dataset (ST67) and the original 
dataset (ST67OLD) at the Santarém kilometer 67 site.  Again this will consider the same 
parameters from the SCEM algorithm, for which the empirical cumulative distributions are 
shown in Figure 5.14.  The Kolmogorov-Smirnov test for the different datasets at the Santarém 
kilometer 67 location showed that all of the null hypotheses were rejected showing that the 
parameter distributions are not the same.  The empirical cumulative distributions further 
indicate this.  However, in terms of distributions shapes, these results are similar to those seen  
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for the pre-logged and logged forest sites.  Specifically, the uncertainties for the saturated 
hydraulic conductivity and porosity are more dependent on the dataset.  This is seen by the 
similarity in the distributions for the SiB3 with the ST67 dataset (red) and the Noah with the 
ST67 dataset (blue).  For both the satco and poros the distributions have different values but  
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Figure 5.13 Empirical cumulative distributions of parameter uncertainty of roughness 
length (z0), Clapp and Hornberger soil b parameter(b), porosity (poros), 
and saturated hydraulic conductivity (satco) from the SCEM algorithm for 
the SiB3 model at the ST83AL location (red), the SiB3 model at the ST83BL 
location (green), the Noah model at the ST83AL location (blue), and the 
Noah model at the ST83BL location (yellow).
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show very similar shapes.  This indicates that the shape of the distribution for these parameters 
is dependent on the data, not the model.  On the other hand the distributions for the roughness 
length are very different for all datasets and models.  This indicates that the roughness length is 
less similar for the two different datasets at the Santarém kilometer 67 location than for the 
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Figure 5.14 Empirical cumulative distributions of parameter uncertainty of roughness 
length (z0), Clapp and Hornberger soil b parameter(b), porosity (poros), 
and saturated hydraulic conductivity (satco)from the SCEM algorithm for the 
SiB3 model with the ST67 dataset (red), the SiB3 model with the ST67OLD 
dataset (green), the Noah model with the ST67 location (blue), and the Noah 
model with the ST67OLD location (yellow).
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pre-logged and post-logged datasets for the kilometer 83 site.  This suggests that uncertainties 
in the data have a large effect on the parameter uncertainties. 
 Overall these results show that none of the parameter uncertainty distributions are the 
same for different sites, models or algorithms.  However, it was shown that there are some 
similarities in the distribution shapes for different models with the same dataset.  The 
parameters that showed these similarities were the soil parameters, specifically the saturated 
hydraulic conductivity and porosity showed the most similarities across models considered in 
this study.  These same parameters showed similarities in the change of sensitivities across the  
LBA sites for the two different models (see section 4.2). 
 
 
5.5 Conclusions 
 
 
The AMALGAM algorithm overwhelmingly produced the lowest objective function 
closely followed by the DREAM and then SCEM algorithms.  The SCEM gave the smallest 
parameter ranges which lead to narrower (precise) output bounds.  The AMALGAM showed 
slightly better bracketing of the observations than the SCEM and more precise bracketing in 
than the DREAM.  Because of these characteristics, the AMALGAM was chosen to be used 
throughout the study; however, it is recognized that all algorithms give very similar results.  
Furthermore, the sensitivity results were verified by comparing with the optimization results.  
From this it was determined that the MOGSA gives a more liberal estimate of the sensitivity  and 
the SOBOL gives a more conservative estimate of the sensitivity in terms of assigning sensitive 
parameters.  It was also shown that the inconsistencies in the sensitivity results and the 
optimizations were due to the decreased number of varying parameters that caused less 
parameter interactions.  The optimization results also showed that the SiB3 model does better 
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at estimating the latent heat and the Noah model does better at estimating the sensible heat 
over the sites considered in this study in terms of NSE.  Specifically, the SiB3 model better 
reproduces monsoonal latent heat observed at the KEND site.  The only exception to this is seen 
for the original dataset for the ST67 site where the Noah model gave a much better NSE value 
for the latent heat than the SiB3 model.  The SiB3 model also showed less uncertainty in the 
outputs associated with parameter estimation in comparison with the Noah model for most 
sites.  It was also shown that the SiB3 model simulated carbon flux best at the tropical rainforest 
sites.  It was also shown that the carbon flux estimates were not as well estimated at the 
Arizona sites due to the lack of soil respiration in the model.  This was particularly seen at the 
LCKY site, which has more inorganic carbon in the soil. 
In addition, the corrected dataset for the Santarém kilometer 67 site has a significantly 
greater amount of longwave radiation in comparison to the other sites in the area.  The 
corrected datasets for the Pará Western region also show significantly less precipitation in 
comparison with the original dataset at the kilometer 67 location.  The Noah model gave the 
best results for the original dataset and the SiB3 model did the best with the quality controlled 
data set with calculated longwave radiation.  The results also indicated that the SiB3 model is 
less affected by data and parameter uncertainties than the Noah model; however, the Noah 
model also showed the best results for all datasets considered for the Santarém kilometer 67 
site.  Furthermore, it was shown that all the parameter uncertainty distributions across the 
different sites and models were not drawn from the same distribution.  Comparing the shapes of 
the parameter uncertainties distributions across models and sites it was shown that the 
roughness length parameter showed similarities for different sites but the same model.  This 
indicates that the uncertainty for the roughness length is dependent on the model.  
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Furthermore, it was shown that the shapes of the parameter uncertainty distributions for the 
saturated hydraulic conductivity and porosity showed similarities for different models for the 
same dataset.  This indicates that the shape of the parameter uncertainty distributions is 
defined by the data. 
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CHAPTER 6 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMENDATIONS 
 
 
6.1 Summary 
 
 
The interactions between the land surface and atmosphere are an important process to 
understand as it directly influences the flux of water, energy and carbon into the atmosphere.  
These fluxes then influence weather and climate, which is of particular importance in this day of 
an uncertain climatic future because of the implications on the use and management of our 
water systems.  A model of the land surface system provides an important tool for 
understanding and predicting the interactions between the land and atmosphere.  The land 
surface is a very complex system as it considers the interactions of the vegetation, soil and the 
surrounding medium.  Representing this system in the form of a mathematical model leads to a 
very complex model with multiple outputs and uncertainties associated with observational data, 
parameter identification, and model structure errors.  Quantifying these uncertainties allows for 
more meaningful predictions and allows for establishing a certain level of confidence to model 
simulations.  The focus of this study was on identifying and assessing the parameter 
uncertainties of two different land surface models.  In this process several different algorithms 
for identifying sensitive parameters and parameter optimization were used and compared.  The 
comparisons of models and algorithms were extended by the use of five different sites, some 
with multiple datasets.  The sites were located in two very different areas of the world and have 
vastly different climates and vegetation characteristics.  By comparing the results of the 
different algorithms, sites and models the strengths and weaknesses of the sensitivity and 
optimization algorithms and the models can be assessed. 
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6.2 Conclusions 
 
 
The present work has led to the following conclusions: 
1. The results from the different sensitivity algorithms were consistent in identifying the most 
sensitive parameters across all sites and models; however, there were some differences 
among the algorithms for the less sensitive parameters. 
2. The EFAST overestimated the variance of the outputs for smaller sample sizes, but as the 
sample size increased the estimates from the EFAST converged to the SOBOL.  The EFAST 
also showed significant fluctuation in the number of sensitive parameters for different 
sample sizes. 
3. The SOBOL showed quicker convergence and did not fluctuate like the EFAST.  Thus it was 
determined that the SOBOL gave more reliable estimate of parameter sensitivity. 
4. The parameters for saturated hydraulic conductivity and porosity showed similar behavior in 
the change in sensitivities across the LBA sites for both models. 
5. For the SiB3 model the sensitivity increased for the roughness length parameter from the 
tropical rainforest to the pastor cropland locations.  The Noah model showed opposite 
behavior in that the sensitivity of the roughness length parameter decreased from the 
tropical rainforest to pastor cropland locations. 
6. Both models showed similar sensitivities for the different sites in the LBA domain; however, 
the SiB3 model showed a much larger change in the sensitive parameters across the Arizona 
sites than the Noah model. 
7. Using the summation of the relative sensitivities from the SOBOL across all sites the 
sensitive parameters to be used in the optimization were identified.  For the SiB3 model 18 
parameters were used in the optimization of which 17 showed to very sensitive.  The most 
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critical parameters for the SiB3 model are fraction of vegetation cover (vcover), shortwave 
leaf reflectance for green plants (ref11), roughness length (z0d) and time mean leaf 
projection (gmudm), max leaf RuBisCO (vmax0), photosynthesis conductance intercept 
(binter), temperature coefficient for GS-A model (trop), half point for high temperature 
inhibition (hhti), the Clapp and Hornberger soil b parameter (bee), soil tension (phsat), and 
porosity (poros).  For the Noah model 17 parameters were used in the optimization of which 
14 were very sensitive.  The most critical parameters for the Noah model are minimum 
stomata resistance (rcmin), roughness length (z0), leaf area index (lai), second canopy water 
factor (cmcmax), roughness length of heat (czil), porosity (maxsmc), hydraulic conductivity 
(satdk), soil b parameter (b), soil diffusivity (satdw), and bare soil evaporation (fxexp). 
8. The AMALGAM algorithm overwhelmingly produced the lowest objective function closely 
followed by the DREAM and then SCEM algorithms.  The SCEM gave the smallest parameter 
ranges which lead to narrower (precise) output bounds.  The AMALGAM showed slightly 
better bracketing of the observations than the SCEM and more precise bracketing than the 
DREAM. 
9. Through the verification with the optimization results it was determined that the MOGSA 
gives a more liberal estimate of the sensitivity  and the SOBOL gives a more conservative 
estimate of the sensitivity in terms of assigning sensitive parameters.  It was also shown that 
the inconsistencies in the sensitivity results and the optimizations were due to the 
decreased number of varying parameters that caused less parameter interactions. 
10. In general, the SiB3 model does better at estimating the latent heat and the Noah model 
does better at estimating the sensible heat over the sites considered in this study. 
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11. The SiB3 model better reproduces monsoonal latent heat observed at the Arizona sites than 
the Noah model. 
12. The SiB3 model did the best at representing the carbon flux at the tropical rainforest sites.  
It was also shown that the carbon flux was not as well estimated at the Arizona sites due to 
the lack of soil respiration in the model.  This was particularly seen at the LCKY site, which 
has more inorganic carbon in the soil. 
13. The different datasets at the Santarém kilometer 67 site showed the Noah model gave the 
best results for the original dataset and the SiB3 model did the best with the quality 
controlled dataset with calculated longwave radiation.  The results also indicated that the 
SiB3 model is less affected by data and parameter uncertainties than the Noah model; 
however, the Noah model showed the best results for all datasets considered at the site. 
14. Furthermore, it was shown that all the parameter uncertainty distributions across the 
different sites and models were not drawn from the same distribution.  Comparing the 
shapes of the parameter uncertainties distributions across models and sites it was shown 
that the roughness length uncertainty distributions showed similarities for the same model 
but different datasets.  The shapes of the parameter uncertainty distributions for the 
saturated hydraulic conductivity and porosity showed similarities for different models for  
the same dataset. 
 
 
6.3 Significance 
 
 
The following results are important to general scientific knowledge as earth system 
modeling is used to predict future global climate.  As land surface models are an important part 
of this modeling effort, it is essential to understand the uncertainty in the land surface models.  
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Particularly this is important for parameter estimation as the land surface models are usually 
run at a large scale where parameters are not easily measured.  The following results showed 
the importance of identifying and optimizing the most important model parameters as this gave 
much better model predictions.  Even with the parameter optimization the models still showed 
limitations to matching the observations due to model structure and uncertainties in the data.  
These results thus give insight to the limitations of the SiB3 and Noah models at various 
locations considered in this study, which will be helpful in future modeling project that use the 
SiB3 or Noah model.  Furthermore, the results also identified the best algorithms for performing 
an analysis of model parameter uncertainty which will provide a better analysis of other  
mathematical models that are largely affected by parameter uncertainties. 
 
 
6.4 Recommendations and Future Work 
 
 
 The recommendations that come from this study are that the SOBOL gives more reliable 
estimates of the variance of the output than the EFAST and provides a better tool for 
quantifying sensitive parameters.  The MOGSA also provides a good measure of sensitivity, but 
tends to give more sensitive parameters than the SOBOL.  Thus, we recommend the use of the 
Sobol together with the MOGSA as the algorithms for sensitivity analysis. 
The AMAGAM algorithm provides the single best algorithm for parameter optimization 
out of those considered in this study; however, it is recognized that the other algorithms also 
showed similar results.  The SiB3 model should be used when the issue of latent heat and 
carbon flux as these are the strengths of the model.  The SiB3 model is limited in its ability to 
estimate carbon flux for sites with high soil respiration.  The Noah model should be used when 
sensible heat is the more important as it typically gave better estimates.  Other advantages of 
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the Noah model are that it has less complexity, has fewer parameters and thus is quicker and 
easier to calibrate. 
 Future work in this area will include running the optimization routines with a higher 
maximum function evaluation restriction of 10,000.  These results can then be compared to see 
if the underlining parameter distributions show more similarities than the results in this study 
with a maximum function evaluation of 5,000.  To better assess the effects of logging on 
parameter estimation for the tropical rainforest the same two datasets will be optimized with 
only the vegetation parameters varying.  The other parameters will be fixed to the mode from 
the results in this study.  The results from running this type of optimization for both the before 
and after logging datasets will allow a better assessment, as the changes in the vegetation 
parameters will not be affected by other parameters.  In addition, the parameter uncertainties 
will be further evaluated by using Bayesian statistics. 
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